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to. 1. 

( i. ) 

ABSTIUtCT 

An exploratory study of' 50 pre-school children. \·.'a.S 

carried out in an attempt to assess the influence on 

sibling rivalry of maternal attitudes, family composition 

and the child's perceptions of family relations. ~laternal 
oncl 

attitudes~the child's attitude towards parents were not 

related to sibling rivalry. Rivalry was significantly 

higher following displacement and at the closer spacings. 

The results were interpreted in terms of an interactional 

analysis of sibling rivalry. 

• 



(ii) 

S~bl~ng rivalry ~s a problem o~ten encountered in 

clinical 1-:ork ;.,rith children ~·Hld many speculative comments 

have been made regarding its cause and detrimental effects 

on the individual's personality and adjustmcnt 1 eg. Ginott 

( 1965), Ziman ( 1950). IIo,,rever f siblins· relationships, and 

in particulo.r sibling rivalry, ·have received little 

attention from researcherss apart from a few early studies, 

eg. Sewall (19JO), Levy (1937). Thus the background to 

this study has been dra1;rn. from studies only indirectly 

related to sibling rivalry, and fro1u largely unsubstantiated 

theoretical ~ormulations. The relevant literature has 

been reviewed and three theoretical approaches to sibling 

rivalry have been described, ie. social learning, develop

mental (psychoanalytic) and interactional approaches. 

Sibling rivalry is most often seen as arising out of 

the frustration of the child's dependency needs because 

the parents must share their time and attention <lHlonc; all 

the sibl-ings. Thus the sibling becomes a rival for parental 

nurturanc~ and warmth. An alternatiye view is that rivalry 

arises directly from sibling interaction because of the 

differential power"and ·status of the children. 

In this study the influence of various factors on the 

relationship between the subject and his/her siblings has 

been investigated. In particular, tho effects of maternal 

attitudes, family composition and the child's perceptions 

of relations within the family were related to a measure 

of sibling rivalry. 

The aim of the investigation \vas to carry out an 

empirical study to clari~y the existing contradictions 

about sibling rivalry, to test certain hypotheses and to 

coriduct a descriptive analysis of the data. 

Hypothesis I: Maternal over-protection will be signiricantly~ 

positively related to sibling rivalry. 

Hypothesis II: \{here the child perceives that his parents 

have little positive regard :for ldm, he j_s more likeJ.y to 

show jealousy and rivalry towards his sibling(s). 



( J. J.l. ) 

Hypothesis III: ;-)ibling rivalry '-:ill be sicnif'icant.ly 

greater when the child has been displaced than when he 

has no younger siblings. 

Hypothesis IV: Sibling rivalry will decrease as the 

spacing between the siblings increases. 

Hethod: 

mothers. 

The subjects were 50 pre-school children and their 

The children's average ago 'vas ~.5 years J months 

and they came from middle-class homes. The mothers were 

asked to complete the Maryland Parental Attitude Survey, 

the Sibling Relationsip questionnaire and a background data 

sheet. The children Hero tested on the Family Relations 

Test. The results were analysed using nonparametric 

statistics. 

Results and conclusions: 

lo Sibling rivalry scores were not significantly related to 

maternal attitudes? ie. Hypothesis I was not supportedo 

2. Sibling rivalry scores ''ere not significantly related 

to the child's perceptions of parents' attitudes towards 

him, ie. Hypothesis II was not supported. 

J. Sibling rivalry scores were significantly higher for 

displaced children than for children without younger siblings, 

i.e. Hypothesis III ~s supported. 

h o Family densi i~y and spacing range w·ere sic;nif'icantly 

negatively related to sibling rivalry scores (using a 

one-tailed test) 9 ie. Hypothesis IV received tentative 

support. In addition the deGree of hostility felt towards 

a sibling was related to the spacing between them, ie. was 

higher when the sibling was four or less years dist~nt 

from the subject. This result also supports hypothesis IV. 

5. Hostility f'elt towards siblings was significantly 

related to the sox o:f the si.bling, ie. subjects :felt more 

hostile towards brothers than towards sisters, particularly 

i:f the sibling is older than the subject. 

The results were interpreted as supporting the idea 

that the original stimulus :for ri va.lry is oi:'ten tlle J.es s eni.ng 

or thr0atoned loss o:f parental n<.u:--tl.1rance and ·h'armtb. but that 

present rivalry is not directly related to concern about 
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(iv) 

parental regard .or to the. parents child-rearing attitudes. 

Direct sibling interaction se(:!ms to be a more important 

factor in later rivalry especiaLly \-rhen. the sibling is 

older than the subjecto 



The purpose of this invest:L~:;a.b.on is to study sibling 

relationships and in particular siblinE rivalry. The subject 

was chosen becuase of its relevance in clinical work with ch~ld

ren and bbcause sibling interaction is thought to have a 

significant influence of. the child's personality development. 

Despite their in1portance in family and developmental psychology, 

sibling relationships have received relatively little attention 

from research workers. Taking this into account, the project is 

envisaged as an exploratory study to try and isol~te some of the 

factors which influence the quality of the sibling relation~hip. 

Relation. is defined in the Oxford dictionary as ">.;hat one 

person or thing has to do with another, kind of connexion:::. or 

corre~pondence or contrast or feeling that prevails between 

persons or things". The term sibling 1'ela.tionship is taken to 

denote the attitudeB and behaviour of the child in relation to 

his brothers and sisters. Sibling rivalry is one facet of this 

relationship which may or must occur (some writers eg. Anna Freud 

1966, Ginott 1965, imply that it is a universal and inevitable 

condition.) The motivation for rivalry is taken to be j ealou:sy. 

Jealousy is usually defined as the supposition that another person 

has or threatens to usurp something that one needs Qr values. 

In jealousy of siblings the 'something' is most often interpreted 

as being the love and attention of ~he mother but could also be 

status or privilege etc. as will be rtiscussed later. It is 

presumed that jealousy produces hostile and competiti~e attitudes 

that may appear directly in behaviour,i.e. aggression and 

competition or may manifest the1nselves in other wayss eg. withdrawal 

regression, attention-seeking or other probl~m behaviour~ 'l"hus 

the cause of sibling rivalry must be sought in the factors \vh:Lch 

influence the development of jealousy, but it can only be measured 

in terms of the attitudes and behaviour outlined above. 

Sibling rivalry is a term often used in clinical practice, 

and although it is often not initially or spontaneously given 

by the parents as the main problem, it arises in a surprizing 

number of' cases, Lf investi.:;atecl. 

In.format.ion on the incidence of' jea-lousy is given in a -recent 

survey carried out by Shepherd, Oppenheiin and Mitchell (1971). This 

was a large scale survey of the behaviour of 6,000 BuckinGhamshire 

J i 
l. 
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s-chool children. Mo~hers w~re asked to rate their children on 

a number of scales and jealousy was included in the category of 

emotional behaviour. Jealousy was rated on a three point scale, 

ie. very jealous, occassionally shows jealousy, and seldo1n or 

never jealous. Doth mild and extreme jealousy were most prevalent 

among five year olds. After five the proportion of children who 

were seldom or never jealous rose steadily from 4o% of five year 

olds to 50% of girls and 65% of boys over 13. At all ages girls 

were more likely than boys to show occassional jealousy but there 

was no marked sex difference among very jealous children. · 

% of' children recoi~ded a~-~m-dng e::rtreme jealo~ at each age 

:from ) - 15. 

5 6 7 8 9 l 0 11 . ..:1~?;:_. _...,;1~2~__;]:;;;..._ ,_~ __ _!2__ 

Girls 8 lJ. 5 5 6 3 J-1 3 3 6 4 

.;;.:;B..;:;.o..t...y..;:;.s ___ ......:6:....._3_.,., __ 4,;..__J . .;....I __ 4~---L·--"3'----~------- 2 ;3 2 

From Shepherd 9 Oppenheim and Mitchell (1971) 
In a :follow-up study two and a hal:f years after the original 

survey it \vas :found that extreme jealousy persisted in hl17f, of' the 

cases. 

Some degree of jealousy seems :fairly common at all ages and 

especially among younger children. Over 50% of :five year olds 

showed some jealousy. The extreme jealousy, 1vhich is taken to 

constitute· 'deviattt 1 behaviour is only seen in a relatively 

small proportion of' children but it still constitutes ~ larger 

group than others~ eg. autistic children, which have received 

intensive study. 

The clinical implications of a poor sibling relatiotiship,ie. 

jealousy ind rivalry, have not been fully exploredo The immediate 

result is often behaviour 1vhich the mother :finds problema tical, 

eg. aggression or withdrawn and regressed behaviour, and wl1ich may 

reflect feelings of unhappiness, frustration, inferiority and 

rejection on the part of the child. 

The description of long term effects is purely speculative 

but many writers feel that unresolved jealousy will have perma~ent 
(1966) 

effects on the individual's personality. Redlich & FreedmariAstate 

that 11 a particularly harsh sibling rivalry in childhood, reinforced 

in peer realtionships may condition the tempo and pattern of 

conduct in the prime oi' life ••...• competitive needs become so 
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c.onf li·c ttf'ul or dominant as seriously to interfere \vi th current 
II 

adjustments and satisfactions. Podolsky (1954) feels that it will 

lead to neurotic symptoms in the adult. Jersild (1960) states 

that >-.rhile the obvious symptoms of' early jealousy are lost, the 

.jealous attitudes may be transferred to other rigures iii later 

life,eg. fro1n sibling to.spouse or colleague. Ginott (1965) and 

Ziman (1950) both feel that sibling rivalry may produce a highly 

competitive individual who is overaggressive in order to obtain 

prestige and security. Ginott gives examples of the ~an who has 

to win whether having an argument, playing a card game or driving 

his car. He feels that int~nse sibling rivalry is an indicator 

of urgent need for psychotherapy. 

One reason why sibling interaction has received little 

attention from researchers or theorists is that parents and peers 

have been focussed upon as the major socializing agents, and the 

influence of siblings has largely been ignored. Possibly in our 

culture this view is valids as with small nuclear families much 

emphasis is laid by the parents t.h~mselves on the individua.l 

parent-child relationship and on methods of child rearing. 

Outside the family the child tends to associate with age peers~ 

again as a result of cultural institutions,eg. school. Ho1~ever 

a large portion of each day is spent within the family circles 

particularly during the pre-school years·. 

Siblings have a great deal of contact \<Tith each other, often 

involving activities which are not shared with other children, eg 

meals and bath time. The relations are continuous and private 

and thus of an intimate and frank nature, as feelings cc'tnnot be 

contained under these conditions. They have an important function 

in preparing the child for social relations outside the family~ 

in learning to e,ive and take and to accept the ri:::ht of others 

and in self-definition or evaluation. Siblings fulfil a variety 

i 

l I L 

of different roles with respect to one another - they are companionst 

models 9 pacesetters, challenGers and antagonists. They are closer 

in status than parents which permits freer expression of feelings, 

especially aggression but there i~ also opportunity for co-operation 

and companionship in play. and other actiyities. 

Given the importance of sibling influences in socialization, 

relationships that are lare;ely competitive and ;,;ntagoni~;tic \vill 



probab-ly have adversE.~ ef:fecb:; on the c·hild 1 s adjustment (present 

a~d p~ssibly. future). Although it is probably inevitable that 

some de~ree of ambivalence will exist, it is obviously more serious 

in some cases than in others,eg. in those cases referred to child 

guidance clinics. In order to properly assist such children as 

well as gaining a fuller picture of the child's early relationships, 

it is necessary to have information about the determinants of 

sibling rivalry. 

Early interest in siblings was aroused by Alfred Adler (1927) 

who outlined the consequences of different birth orders and discussed 

the genesis of jealousy and rivalry. He placed great emphasis 

on the motive of "striving for po\ve!_'n and felt that "jealousy is 

an especially well marked form of the striving for power." 

Children develop jealousy in an attempt to be superior to one 

i 

another and thus ,,h.ere they feel themselves neglec.ted or d.iscrimina ted 

against. He stresses the point that it is >vhat the child feels 

about his position that is important. "It doos not matter 'lvhat 

has really happenedp whether an individual is really ~nferior 

or not. \{hat is important is his interpretation of his situationt:. 

When a new child is born~ Adler feels jealousy is inevitable 

because the older child feels neglected, like a "dethroned king-. 11 

(This term has gained popularity and has often been used since 

then in discussions of siblings and jealousy.) However the first 

child has power because he is older: stronger and cleverer, and 

severe jealousy is unlikely. It is the younger children who will 

fe-e 1 in.ferior and 11 are constantly striving for sup<~riori ty under 

pressure 11 becaus<;:) there is already someo!l-e ahead \¥110 ha:.-; achieved 

pol·<er. Acller feels that this is the situation 1·1hich leads to 

rivalry and jealousy. 

He acknowledges the importance of exact family composition, 

and variables such as the sex of the· children, eg. girls are more 

likely to be jealous because of the prefer~nti~ltreatment given to 

boys. He states that while family situations repeat themselves 

there may be more than one behavioural result. Jealousy may take 

many forms, eg. ambition and achievel1lent or rear of' nezlect and. 

failure because of feelings ofinferiority. 

Adler's ideas 1vere really the first statement of the dyna.mics 

of sibling relationships, and acted as a stimulus for further work 

in this area. They are an :Ltnp.ortant departure :from earli.er 

psychoanalytic emphasis on. the parent-child rela Lionsid.p. 

Sutton Smith and Hosenberg \1970) make an int0.resting comparison 
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Of the theo~ies of Freud and Adler in terms of their birth 

position. They point out that Freud 1 an eldest child, has 

concentrated on the relationships of child and parent and used 

the Oedipal complex in explanation,while Adler, a later-born 

child, empi1.asizes sibling differences and the drive .for power and 

status. 

In the 1930's and late 1920's several studies of sibling 

rivalry were carried out, eg. Sewall (1930) and Levy (1937). 

These investigations concentrate on the immediate reaction o:f a 

child to the birth of a new sibling, this being the classic 

situation of jealousy arising because of "dethroning''. Sewall 

(1930) compares a group of jealous and non-jealous children with 

one younger sibling, where jealousy was defined in terms of 

aggression towards the baby, or a change in behaviour assessed 

to be a reaction to the new sibling. She finds that a jealous 

reaction was observed more often if the child was between 18 and 

l.J.2 months old \vhen the siblint'5 '-vas born, if the mother '''as over-

solicitous and if her discipline was inconsistent. The age of 

the mother and size of family were related to jealousy but were 

also related to the mother's attitudes, ie. more jealous children 

;.,rere the eldest and had young mothers but mothers under thirty 

with small families were over solicitous. Where the mother was 

judged as neglectinG of her children less jealot1sy occurred. 

Levy's study supports these results. He found that t~1e more 

dependent on the mother the child was when the siblin~ was born 

the more jealous he would be, and 1nothers who were 6ver-protective 

had the most dependent children. He also found that the older 

the child was, the less likely he would be to show hostile or 

aggressive reactions. 

The results of these studies are interesting but they are 

limited by their unsophisticated measures and statistical 

analysis (involving inspection of percentaGeS without significance 

testing) and by the fact that they only concern the cJ1ild's 

reactions to a younger sibling. 

Following these studies there appeared several books and 

articles on the. jealous child, eg. Liss -1946s Podolsky 1954, 
Vollmer 19L~6 and Ziman 1950. These Here dirt~cted ma.inly at 

parents ancl appear to be based on the author's Oivn clinical 

experience. Some comntents on the causes of jealou.sy are included 

" 

j_ 
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but the main purpose is usually advisory. Even Dr Spock 

includes advice o~ the dangers and hanJling of jealousy in 

his "Baby and Child Care 11 • 

All these writers describe jealousy arising from the 

child's dependence on the mother and the desire for exclusive 

rights over her, With the birth of a sibljng the parents' 

attention must be shared and the child's status is threatened. 

The more dependent the child 1s, the greater the threat and 

the more jealous the child will be. They feel that maternal 

over-protection, not rejection, will foste~ jealousy in the 

child. They state that the eldest child suffers most from 

displacement because of the early exclusive relationship 

with the mother 1 but Ziman does draw attention to the situation 

of the middle child who has to suffer the resentment of the 

first and is~· in turn, jealous of the next child. 

\~hile they feel trw. t jealousy is inevitable several 

suggestions are made for minimizing it~ Proper preparation 

of the child for a new sibling is thought to be important 

(although Sewall found that preparation did not distinguish 

between her jealous and non-jealous group.) Means of handling 

jealousy are suggested. These include accepting the child's 

feeling and allowing him to express them, involving him in 
and 

the care of the babyl\to give him some period of individual 

attention. Thus these books give explanations and advice on 

a practicalr common-sense level. 

Other authors who relate maternal attitudes ~o jealousy 

are Garrison, Kingston and Bernard ll967). They f'eel that 

maternal rejection causes the child to perceive hj_mself as 

unworthy, unwanted~ unloved and inadequate and to b6 fearful, 

anxious and dependent. He ,,rill perceive "elements of the 

environment as a threat to portions o:f his existe:nce 11
• 

This self-centredness manifests itself in " inconsideration 

for the :feelings of others and a tendency to co;npete :for 

attention." He is not able to zive affection to others 

because he has no patter1~ to :follov; and because he is too 

concerned with satisfying his own needs. They see over-

indulgence and protection as compensatory forms of rejection 

which, because of insecurity~ can lead to excessive jealousy, 

overassertiveness or withdrawal. 
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The fact that family structure is related to inter

action patterns· between memberss and· to characteristics 

of the children 7 is recognized b~ several writers eg. 

(Clausen 1966) He says that the important aspects are the 

membership c·omposi tionf especially the number, sex and 

spacing of the children. 

Bossa:L~d and Doll ( 1966) have carried out a number of 

investieations on family size with information mainly 

obtained from structured interviews. They feel that size 

influences interaction, attitudes and values of family 

members, and base their analysis on concepts of intensity 

of relationships and availability of resources. With 

increasing size there are more opportunities or targets 

for release of tension but less individual attention as 

parents must share their time among many. There tends to 

be a centralization of authority (Elder and Bowerman~ 1963s 
found the father was more authoritarian in large families) 

with a delegation of power or authority hierarchy. In large 

families siblings form a cohesive group, depending on each 

other and spending little time with adults. In small families 

relationships between siblings and with parents are very 

~ntense. Children see their parents as their source of 

security and there is more competition for parental af'fection 

and a greater emphasis on inQ,ividual development. 

Waldrop and Bell (1964 and 1966) predict that differences 

in interaction associated with family size and density will 

produce differences in the characteristics of children of 

large and small:families~ ~In;particular~6hildren from 

large dense families will receive less attention f'rom the 

mother,because density affects the mother's contact 

behaviour and ability to alleviate anxiety producing 

situations.because of the competing needs of her children, 

regardless of her child-rearing methods. They confirmed 

this expectation by observing the amount of time the mother 

spent with each child. They also predicted and found that 

these children would show more dependency behaviour et. 
attention seeking at nursery school. A later study investi-

gated the effects of congenital factors, i.e. children 

from large, dense families were found to be mo~e lethargic 

l 
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as neonates. They concluded that both congenital factors 

and availubilit~ of the motl1or are s6urces of dependency 

behaviour. These findings are rather at variance '"i th 

studies reported later where the first child is found to 

be more d(-)pendent due to more intensive early nurturance 

but their assumption that dependency behaviour increases 

when dependency needs are frustrated is supported. 

From the above it appears that :f'arnily size affects. 

both parent-child relationships and the nature of the 

sibling group. However there are contradictions between 

the findings. Waldrop and Bell found that dependency 

increased \dth family size •·:hile Bossn.rd and Doll found 

that dependency on parents decreases and the relationship 

with siblings becomes more important. 

Another group of studies on siblings, which date back 

to 1874, is conc~rned with ordinal position effect~, i.e. 

relating abilities and personality characteristics to order 

of birth. While these studies are not directly relevant to 

the question of sibling relations they are important because 

they indicate that children in the same family will have 

different characteristics, which may influence the way they 

interact with each other and the attitudes each will hold. 

Also these studies~ particularly the more recent ones, are 

based on certain assumptions about family interaction and 

their findings give support to these theoretical proposition~ 

(although this mc:1y be seen as E·Omevrha t circular· reasoning). 

The amount of work on ordinal position effects is vast 

and several reviews have been published, eg. Altus 1966, 

Sampson 1965, Warren 1966. The early studies were mainly 

.of the survey type demonstrating the preponderance of first 

borns in positions of eminence or with high academic 

achievements. More recent work was stimulated by Schachter's 

(1959) findings of ordinal position effects in need for 

affiliation and his analysis of his results in terms of 

different parent-child relations for different ordinal 

positions. The emphasis in these later studies is on 

variables such as dependency 9 confonnity and achievement 

need. Those findings which have both relevance for the 

present study and substantial support in the litf:.lrature 

are outlined below. Ordinal position diFferences in other 

variables, eg. mental illness, volunteGring and empathy 

-.~ r 
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different ordinal positions in the population. There are 

some contradictory findings regarding birth order effects 

on IQ but Altus {1966) concludes that there are differences 

in favour of the 1st born at high levels of intelli~ence. 

One of the studies he quotes is that of Terman (1925} who 

studies gifted children with IQ's of 140 or higher and 

found that the eldest were the most numerous in this group. 

A recent investigation carried out by Adams and Phillips 

(1972) supports earlier findings of differences in intellectual 

achievement but these differences disappear when level of 

motivation is held constant. They conclude that the higher 

IQ of first horns is explained by their greater achievement 

need which they feel is fostered by parental expectations. 

Schachter's (1959) experiments on affiliation are well 

knoi,n. In order to study the relationship betHeen anxiety 

and affiliation he provided an anxiety producing· situation, 

i.e. the expectation of taking part in an unpleasant 

experiments and allowed his subjects the choice of waiting 

alone or with others. His unexpected finding was ~ definite 

trend for lst born S 1 s ·to:· chose .to· ·be·;wi th others and for 

later born S's to prefer to wait alone. Thus, under conditions 

of high anxiety, first horns show stronger affiliation need. 

He made a careful analysis of his results to see whether 

other factors, eg. clif.ferences in anxiety level or :family 

size, might account for his findines. He found that the 

level of anxiety was hiGher for first borns, i.e. the 

situation provoked more fear in the~, but with the level 

of anxiety held constant the relationship between ordinal 

position and affiliation still holds very strongly. First 

horns sho>v greater non-affiliation \vhe ther f'rom small or 

large families but the level or anxiety was hieher in all 
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S 1 s from small families. He concludes that family size 

determines the individuals level of anx~ety but ordinal 

position determines aff'iliative tendencies. In an 

analysis of ~he effects of' exact ordinal position, he 

finds that the preference for the company of' others in an 

anxiety-provoking situation is precisely related to birth 

order. 

Schachter's work was the forerunner of several 

studies seeking to replicate his results. 1</a._rren ( 1966) 

reports that later studies have produced conflicting 

results. He feels that there is support for first born 

women showing aff'iliative behaviour under stress but pro

poses an alternative explanation for the S's desire to be 

with others when anxious. He feels that the main function 

of' their behaviour is information seeking rather than true 

affiliation. Ring Lipinski and Braginski (1965) also feel 

first borns have a greater need for self-evaluation, i.e. 

in conditions of' uncertainty they rely on others to define 

the sittiation for them. They base this conclusion on a 

finding that first barns are signifi-cantly more influenced 

by others in an ambiguous situation. 

Sears (1950) reports the findings of several unpublished 

studies mostly concerned with ordinal differences in 
r; 

dependency. Dean (1947) took same-sex sibling pairs and 

obtained the mother's ratings of her children's behaviour. 

They reported that the eldest child was more dependent, 

worried and excitable. Their :feelings are hurt more easily 

and they are less effective in protecting themselves from 

verbal or physical attack. Gewirtz (19~8) obtairied teachers 

ratings of nursery school children on scales which covered 

seeking help, attention and praise from teachers or peers. 

She found that second and later born children showed less 

dependency behaviour than f'irst and only children, and. 

differed in the type of dependency behaviour shown. First 

born seek reassurance and bodily contact, (and also show 

the least aggression) middle born_children show negative 

attention-getting. 

As .Seers points out these are pilot studies, the 

samples are small and the results are not all statistically 

significant,.although consistent. However later studies 

l 

l 
i 
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~upport these early findirt~s, eg. Haeberle {1958) and 

Hilton· (1967) both using obser~atiorial ratings of the 

child's behaviour, found that first born showed significantly 

more dependent behaviour than later horns. 

The finding that the.eldest cl1ild shows least overt 

aggression is supported by Pa~line Sears {1951) in her 

study on doll play aggression. Possibly related to this 

the first child has a more highly developed conscience 

(Sears Maccoby and Levin 1957) i.e. does not act aggressively 

because this has been forbidden. 
-After reviewing many studies, lh~rren (1966) concludes 

that there is substantial support that ''first born of both 

sexes are more susceptible to social pressure and are more 

dependent than later born". 

A major point of criticism of ordinal position studies 

is that they give very little information other than of a 

descriptive nnature. Birth o~der, usually regarded as a 

sociological variable~ is causally distant from behaviour 

or personality and on a different level of complexity. 

Hoffman and Lippitt (1960) in thei~causal sequence schema, 

list parental characteristics, attitudes and behaviour and 

the child!s perceptions of that behaviour as variables 

intervening between family composition and child behaviour. 

The effects of these variables is assumed only and so these 

studies give little information about psychological processes 

involved in socialization. 

Altus (1966) points out that birth order effects are 

seldom unitary and the exact sibling status is i1nportant, 

i.e. sex of child and siblings exact position and age 

rel~tion. These factors are 11sually uncontrolled and the 

classification of ordinal position varies, eg. first Vs later 

born or first vs youngest. Schooler (1972) criticizes these 

~tudies because they often do not take ~ccount of population 

trends, eg. the fact that first born are over-represented 

in the population. 

Kammeyer (1967) feels that these studies abound in the 

literature because birth order is s~ch an accessible datum. 

He feels the research is basically non-theoretical, with 

ad hoc interpretations, and many serendipiteus findings; 
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the net result being a body of "disparate, disconnected" 

.studies. 

Most authors agree that ordinal position as such is 

meaninGless as a psychological variable. It is only of 

value if interpreted in terms of differences in experience 

of individuals of difflerent birth orders or seen in terms 

of the meaning of ordinal position to be child, siblings 

and parents. 

Sears (1950) notes that there are two general approaches 

to the study of the family. The sociological views the 

family in terms of its structure, the roles of the meniliers 

and its status as a group. The psychological approach 

takes the individUal as the unit of stUdy and views the 

family as a social structure which the individual is placed 

in and within which he interacts. It forms an environment 

which instigates and manipulates behaviour. The family 'is 

a description of the conditions for learning of a child 

born into that family.' (p 393) 

He feels that a synthesis of the two approaches will 

allow ge~eralised statements of cause and effect. Because 

the characteristics of different family roles are consistent 

he feels that the 'role itself may be used as an index of 

the occurrence of certain behaviour and certain learning 

experiences.' Thus difference~ in ordinal position may be 

attributed to uniformities o:f experience \vhich mold 

personalities into particular ordinal 11 types 11 • 

Sears et al 1957s after finding ordinal position 

dj_fferences in child and parent behaviour, attempt a further 

analysis of the origins of ordinal position effectS. Th.ey 

feel that ordinal position is part of the stimulus value of 

the child for the mother. There exist "pervasiveculturally 

determined attitudes about the nature of privileges and 

responsibilities of' cbildren in different categories." 

These influence the mother's behaviour and expectancies of 

her different children. Thus ordinal position is an "index 

of' common cultural factors" Hh.ich ••ill instigate consistent 

patterns o:f child-rearing. Tl1.ey note that ±'actors other 

than role expectancies, eg. increasing experience of parents 

will contribute to different tr~atment received in different 

ordinal positions. 

Most writers agree with the above analysis, ie. viewing 

l 
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ordinal position effects in terms family interaction with 

a stress on differential parental treatment and resulting 

differences in social learning experiences. Sutton-Smith, 

Roberts and Rosenberg (196~) state that 11 position typing" 

must be the result of different learning experiences. 

They point out that position and sex typing are culturally 

adaptive as in a complex society there are many specialized 

roles to be filled. Altus concludes that the most 

prominent cause of ordinal position effects is differential 

parental treatment and expectations.Schachter (1959} feel 1 S 

that these effects "must be a result of differences in child

rearing practices as related to ordinal position and of 

the different consequences of having older or younger sibs 

around." Sutton··Smith and Rosenberg (1970) feel that 

parE;ntal influ(~nces are especially important Hi th tt.he 

first born and lead to differences in eminence, college 

entrance, achievement affiliation, conformity and dependency 

which mark the first born compared to later born children. 

One alternative explanation may be mentioned here~ie. 

that ordinal position effects result from ~hysiological 

differences. Warren states that differences in inter 

uterine and perinatal influences have been used to explain 

birth order effects. He quotes a study which found later 

born children to be more lethargic during the neonatal 

period. 

Differences in parental experience, role expectations 
\ 

and amount and intensity or interaction are used to explain 

the ordinal postion differences already outlined. Dependency 

is dealt with first because it is often felt to be the root 

of other ordinal position dif£erencesfeg. af£iliation. 

Following Sears et al (1957) and Bandura and Walters 

(1963) emotional dependency develdlps because o:f ihe mother's 

fulfilling the childs biological needs. The mother's 

presence ·becomes associated with alleviation of discomfort 

etc and the child learns to behave so as to obtain her 

attention and affection. Thus dependency behaviour is 

established through e~rly reinforcement. Where frustration 

occurs or where there is conflict over displaying dependency 

behaviour the motive will be strengthened. Sears et al feel 

that the lesseninz of attention to the child at about 2 years 

will cause conflict to arise. Sears 1950 feels that the 

parents treatment 6f the first born will produce a stronger 
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dependency motive in this child. Schachter 1959 is more 

specific in his' formulation. He feels that a ,. 
-~ parents are 

inexperiBnced "'i th th.eir first child they Hill be "more 

ill at ease and more Horrieda and they uill respond to 

"more signals rnore quickly." At tlH:'! same time they ,.;ill 

be employing trial and error procedures and thus •·.rill be 

inconsistent, leading to f'rustration of' dependency n(~eds 

and arousal of anxiety. Thus parents are more effective 

"anxiety reducers" '"i th their first born and at the same 

tirne produce CU"lXifo'ty in the child. Schachter feel these 

conch tions 1vill mak.e the eldest child highly c1epEmdent on 

others, 'as sources of approval, support~ help and reference.' 

Later born children have less of the parents' attention and 

are treated more consistently and are, theref6re, less 

dependent. 

Parents expectations of their first born are also 

thought to influence ordinal position effects. Parents 

are a~sumed to have higher expectations of achievement 

(Adams and Phillips 1972) and responsibility ( Sears et al 

1957, Sampson 1965) with their first child. While these 

expectations <:u1d pressures do seem to produce a more 

achievement oriented and responsible child they also 

contribute to the development of greater dependency in 

the first born. Sampson (1965) points out that parental 

expectations may produce a 11 depc-?ndency c on:f lie t 11 as they 

are incompatible with dependency behaviour. He-argues, 

(referring to Sears et al 1957) that this conflict will 

tend to increased dependency responses. 

Ring et al (1965) feel that the chiJ.d may not be able 

to live up to his parent's high expectations. This will 

cause 10\.,r self esteem ,.;hich is correlated ;.,rith dependency 

(Finneran 1958). They also propose that the inconsistent 

treatment of first horns has more :far-reaching results 

than frustration and anxiety arousal. As an individual 1 .s 

self-concept is based oh others reactions to hint the 

parental inconsistency will lead to a confused self concept 

making him dependent on othC:H"S for self-·evaluat:i.on. 

From the above it can be seen that there has been a 

general emphasis on defining the position of the :first 

born in contrast to all later born. (one author, Neisser 

1957) has produced a book solely concerned with eldest child) 
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However Schachter found exact ordinal position erfects for 

anxiety and affiliation so it may be araued that these 

processes act in a continuou~ way. 

While these are speculative assumptions introduced 

by researchers to explain their birth order findings there 

is research evidence of differential parental treatment and 

attitudes towards children in different ordihal positions. 

Joan Lasko 1954 took her data from the Pels 

population, specifically the information given by the 

Parent Behaviour Rating Scales. Ji'rom this she 

was able to compare the mothers behaviour to her children 

at the same age from one to nine years old. She found that 

that the mother was initially warm and child centred with 

her first child but from the age of three or four there is 

a change in the amount of interaction and a lessening of 

warmth. This child is subject to greater verbal stimulation 

and intellectual acceleration than later children. 

Disciplinary friction is higher, especially at 5 years. 

The second. child has a more stable environment. If he is 

displaced by a third child before he i.s four, the mother's 

behviour follows the pattern shown to ihe first but not if 

he has reached four years. The youngest child in the 

:family, ie 1.,rhether 2nd or Jrd is sho1vn more protection and 

less acceleration and treated illore restrictively 9 although 

Lask.o concludes that parents are consistent in 

their child-rearing practices b~t the emotional r~lationship 

with each child may differ~ 

Sear et al 1957 report that parents are more likely 

to be 11 de1izhterJlf about the f'irst pregnancy, ie 62% 'vs JL!-~b 

for later pregnancieso However they are more likely to be 

pleased about a later pregnancy if the children are widely 

spaced. The oldest is twice as likely to be breast-fed and 

later children are weaned earlier and more severely. Both 

parents have more time for t~e first born and this is the 

only child that the father is significantly involved with. 

They generally become more indulgent and permissive with 

later children but do restrict them from "annoying'' adults. 

In large families~ the youngest is particularly indulGed 

while the middle child given less time, praise or pressure 

than any other. There is no difference in permissi.veness 
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for aggression to parents or peers but significantly more 

freed6m is giveri to the eldest to qu~rrel with his siblings. 

Cushna 1966, by analysing responses to the Vineland 

Social :t-laturity Sca.le concluded that the mother's 

expectations \vere much higher :for first barns, especially 

males, than for_later barns. They were more active in 

prompting and helping the first born, being supportive and 

cautious in directing boys and more demanding and exacting 

with girls. These findings accord with those of Rothbart 

(1971). In an observational study of mother-child inter

action, \vhere the child was given a task to complete, 
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mothers were :found to place more pressure for -achievement on th 

:first born. They intera6ted more with them showing a 

quality of 'anxious intrusiveness'. They were more extreme 

\vi th. girls and offered more complex explanations to boys. 

Rothbart interprets this in terms o:f the mother feeling 

attraction. to the boy and rivalry with the girl. 

Hilton (1967) felt that differences in behaviour 

associated with birth order are caused by differences in 

dependency~ with the first born being more dependent than 

later born children. She point out dependent behaviour, ie 

using others as sources or support and reference is not 

incompatable with independence and responsibility. She 

carried out a controlled observational study of mother-

child interaction to deter~ir1e whether there were differences 

in parental behaviour towards the first borri which would 

produce greater dependency. She found that three aspects 

of the mother's behaviour 9 ie. interference, immoderation 

and inconsistency varied with the ordinal positio~ of the 

child. Mothers of first born children were more involved, 

more likely to interfere, to initiate activity, and to give 

direct help even when they had been told not to. They 

'"ere more extreme in affect, ie. ''hetllcr making supportive 

or critical comments, and were more l:Lkely to make overt 

demonstrations of love. With a first born child the 

mother's behaviour was more likely to change depending 

on the child's performance, ie. if told the child had done 

velJ., she increased her demonstrations of' affection and 

vice versa, if told the child had done poorly. ivj_ th later 

-· 
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born children, tho mother was less affectionate but more 

consistent. Hilion feels that wher~ a mother is interfering, 

and inconsistent the child does not learn to set his own 

standards. He will rely on others to set his goals and 

evaluate and reward his behaviour. This the first born is 

more likely to be exposed to attitudes and behaviour which 

produce dependency. 

Another study which sugcests that the parents behaviour 

is not the same to all the children in the family is one 

where siblings' concurrent perceptions of parental attitudes 

are assessed. Armentrout (1970) used Schafer's "Child's 

Report of Parental Behaviour Inventory, 11 i·li th respect to 

mother and father and correlated siblings' scores on 

acceptance, autonomy and firmness of control. He obtains 

small, non-significant, negative correlations (-~132 & -.241) 

of degree of acceptance of mother and father. Fathers are 

seen as being consistent in the degree of autonomy they 

permit and mothers are consistent in firmness 'vith each 

child. However he feels that the lack of relationship 

between the degree of acceptance perceived by siblings 

"emphasizes the complexity of parent-child relationships" 

and ~ay indicate that favouritism exists, if not in fact 

certainly in terms of the child's interpretation of parental 

behaviour. 

Eviderice of the first barns ereater interaction or 

concern ,,rj_ th parents is seen in studies using th·e child's 

response to projective tests as well as in the observational 

studies already reportede Helen Koch (1956) reports that 

1st barns have fewer sibling interaction themes on·the CAT. 

Houston 1968 administered the Family Relations Test to boys 

from t\vo child families '"ho ·Here a.ged bcbv-e<~n 5 and 11 years. 

He found that the first barns gave more·messages to parents 

than the second born child and received more positive 

incoming feelings from mother. Second barns evidenced more 

interaction with their ~ibling including more negative 

incoming and outeoing feelings regarding them. Thus this 

study demonstrates the b.igher involvement of parents and 

first born and also produces the interestin~ finding that 

for the ordinal position where there is greatest interaction 

with siblings there is also the greatest conflict. 

So far evidence has been presented to show that the 

child is subject to certain experiences resulting from 

differential parental treatment of children in different 

7 
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ordinal positions. However parents are not the only 

signiticant fig~res in the cbild 1 s family environment 

and several writers have expounded the importance of sibling 

influences. Sutton-Smith, Roberts and Rosenberg (1964) 
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criticize the "overstress on printary socialization as the 

critical learning experience and the reason for the differences 

which occur between the different ordinal positions." They 

feel that not only do later socialization procedures by 

adults contribute, but that the influence of siblings is 

seen in 'position and sex typing 1 , the important factors 

in the sibling relationship being sex and power. Sutton-

Smith and Rosenberg 1970 reiterate that although most work 

shows how parents make siblings different there is evidence 

that siblings also make each other different. They feel that 

it is an irnportant research task to investigate these 

patterns of immediate influence and tl1e character of 

resulting interactions and responses.' 

Kammeyer 1967 proposes that there are three inte~

actional relationships which must be considered for each 

child, and the nature of these will vary according to the 

child's ordinal position. These are the relationship 

between child and parent, child and sibling, and child, 

parent and sibling. The features of the par·ent-child 

relationship are those alreacly discussed, ie. the 

significance of the child, differences in tin1e ardour and 

experiencef and the greater exposure of the fir§t child 

to adult models and expectations. In inter-sibling 

relationships the fir~t child will play a 1 super-ordinatet 

parent-surrogate role' relative to the later born: He 

will be a source of threat and anxiety to the younger child 

(also proposed by Schachter 1959). The later born will 

experience stress situations vicariously and will learn 

much of social behaviour from child models, ie. older 
parents and sibliqgs, 

siblings. In three way interaction between~parents ass1gn 

responsibility to the first born which 1nakes him a 'foreman' 

to his siblingso The first is displaced but the parents 

try to 'make-up' to him and the later born have always to 

compete for parental attention. He states that these 

l 
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patte~ns of family interaction receive support in the 

literature, and feels that they result in the different 

social learning experiences which account for ordinal 

position differences. 

Ideally studies of sibling interaction need to take 

account of the exact sibling status of the child, ie. 

sex, position, sex of sibling, and the size and density 

of the family. Even in a two-child family there are eight 

sibling statuses, which explains the paucity of studies 

which control for all the above variables. However there 

are several findings which can be interpreted in terms 

of sibling influence and a few investigations, notably 

those of Helen Koch, which are extr~mely systematic and 

well-controlled. 

In their large-scale survey of childhood behaviour 

and mental health Shepherd, O~penheim and Mitchell (1971) 

provide evidence that the presence of siblings can influence 

the child's behaviour. Children with younger siblings, 

especially the eldest showed significantly more deviant 

behaviour (assessed by mothers ratings on various scales) 

than youngest or only children. The proportion of 1st 

horns with a high total deviance score increases with 

family size, ie. they found that the most deviance-prone 

group were eldest children with four or tnore younger sibs. 

The sex of siblings, and the presence or abs~nce· of siblings 

of the same sex did not affect the totnl devaince score. 

However age may be relevant as girls under 11 who were the 

eldest of the family had a significantly higher de~iance 

score than their cow~terparts of 11 and older. Among boys 

the difference was smaller and not significante 

The authors suggest that the pressure of the presence 

and activities of their younger sibling~ could lead to 

temporary behaviour problems in young school children. 

These children would be undsr stress because the younger 

ones remain at home and monopolise the parents attention •. 

As additional support for this pro~osition is the finding 

that birth order is related to itnprovoment in disturbed 

behaviour. In a two year follow-up of child guidance 

clinic cases they found that disturbance was most likely 

to persist in last born children - twice as often when 
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_compared with the oldest child. ivtidclle children ivere in 

an int~~rmediate ·position as re;<;ards imp1~overnent. This is 

particularly marked among children who were under 11 at 

the time of the original interview. With older children 

the presence of younger sibs is not significantly associated 

with improvement. Thus sibling influence does not appear 

to be an important determining factor of the older child's 

behaviour but does seem significantly related to the 

behaviour of the younger child. 

Helen Koch has carried out a series of investigations 

on five and six year olds from two child families, comparing 

groups of each siblinG status over different spacing ranges. 

She has obtained information based on projective testing 

and ratings of nursery school behaviour. She finds that 

the childs behaviour and attitudes are influenced by his 

sibling's characteristics, eg. boys with sisters show more 

feminin~ qualities and girls with brothers are more 'tom

boyish'. First born children are more emotionally intense, 

anxious~ defensive, react violently to defeat in competition 

and are concerned about their status. She finds that the 

two to four year spacing is "particularly stimulating- and 

stressful" especially for opposite sex pairs. The first 

child with a sibling 2-4years younger shows greater 

hostility 9 competi ti venes s, jealousy and ins is te11.c e on 

rights. The exception is the girl with a younger brother 

whose jealousy is greatest at the closest spacing. This 

child has the highest rating ori jealousy and rivalry of 

all the sibling positions, despite the age gap. F'or the 

later child the older sibling may be either stimurating 

or 6verwhelming,eg. the boy with an older sister has a 

sibling who is rated high on jealousy and dominance, and 

sex identification conflict is likely to be high except at 

the widest spacing. This child is rated less friendly and 

popular, less insistent on rights and more selfish than 

cbildren in other positions. A girl with an older brother, 

on the other hand, although threatened directly by him 

because of his greater favors skiil and strength, develops 
positive 

more socially 1\. traits, ie. is more popular, self-con:fident, 

competitive and tenacious. The first child shows more 
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hostility~ jealousy and competitiveness Hith an opposite 

sex sib line· and ·later children sho1.r these traits if' the 

older sibling is of the same sex. 

Koch (1956) concludes that status and affectional 

concerns are the chief sources of motivation for competition. 

The first child's intensity and insistence on rights 

probably stem from displacement. The child becomes con-· 

cerned with defending his/her status and riehts concerning 

the mother, with respect to fue younger child who is still 

at home and taking up much of the mothers attention. 

This particularly so where the difference in treatrne·nt is 

greatesttie. with opposite sex pairs. If the spacing is 

wide the child is sure of his relationship with his mother 

and has "more mature social interests • 11 Thus he show·s 

less hostility and more positive social attributes and 

because he has his own playmates and concerns,he will be 

less threatening to the younger child. 

The second born child shows more hostility when his 

sibling is of' the same sex a1'ld Koch explains this in terms 
of 

of the amount contact occuring, ie~ if the children aie 

boy and girl they are unlikely to play together as the 

older child will have an established group of friends of 

his own sex with their own interests. If they are of the 

same sex the younger.child is more likely to 1 tag along' 

and to be placed with the older one by the parents. They 

are likely to have more competing interests,spend more time 

together and b~ compared more. Here conflict· arises over 

personal characteristics rather than sex differences. 

Opposite sex pairs may sho\v more "open rivalry" because of 
a 

the rejection of th.e sibling as amember off\ different 1 class 1 • 

However Koch (1955) £eels this is more limited in scope, 

less threatening and she implies, healthier than rivalry 

between same sex children. 

The .findines of these studies indicate that attitudes 

and behaviour of children can be related to their exact 

sibling status,ie. to characteristics of their siblings 

and cannot be explained simply in terms of ordinal position. 

Also the attitudes and characteristics or sibling pairs are 

complementary. This indicates that Helen Koch's ~nvestigations 
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do 1 probe sibling inte;-;;t·i~n' ~Irish 196/~) and 

importance of sibling influences in addition· 

influGn.ces. 

illustrate the 

to parental 

Three studies reported by Su~ton-Smith and Rosenberg 

{1970) are directly concerned with fue character of inter

actions between siblings. Sutton-Smith,Rosenberg and Houston 

(1968) administered the Family Relations Test to 7-ll year 

old boys. They found that same-sex siblings showed 

significantly more positive responses to, and iritake froms 

siblinGs than did opposite sex siblings. Where the boys 

had sisters they sho,ved wore concern ''i th self' and fe\ver 

messages were given or received from siblings. This supports 

Helen Koch's supposition that opposite sex siblings have 

less contact. 

Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg (1965) questioned children 

on how they influence and were influenced by their siblings. 

Fist born are perceived by first and second born children as 

being more bossy, The later child appeals for outside help 

to achieve his end, except for the boy with an older sister 

who uses direct physical power, blackmailing etc. Orbach 

(1966). also used direct questioning of siblings. He found 

that males feel the younger child has more fun, \vhj_le females 

think the elder has most fun. Later born are seen as tale-

tellers, The reason given for conflicts by first barns is 

that the younger child damages his property, while later 

barns complain of interference by their ~ibling. To get 

what they want, first barns use their_ status, attack or 

bribe while later barns resort to pleading. 

Sears et al 1957 found th.at the most common kind of 

sibling quarrel was a dispute over who was to play with a 

pariicular toy~ Koch (1956) ~ismisses concern over 

possessions as being the root cause of conflicts but it is 

quite conceivable that this may provide the immediate 

stimulus for dissensio~. An interesting finding was that 

mothers reported significantly more quarreling with siblings 

by middle and youngest children, although the mothers of 

oldest chtlclrcn tended to be more permissive of' t1Jis 

behaviour. This finding is a reversal of the general 

principle that high permissiveness for ag~ression results 
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in more aegressive behaviour. Tt leads them to propose 

that some o.f the child 1 s behaviour is based on the social 

structure of the family rather than specific child-rearing 

practices. They put the following hypothesis, that 

"relatively-greater amounts of frustration and discomforting 

control in a family come from the persons who are 

immediately above the child in the power hierarchy than 

from other family members, and regardless of the parents 

permissiveness or punitivenesss the younger child tends 

to be more aggressive toHards those persons. 11 

-Pauline Sears (1951) in her study on doll play 

aggression with 3-5 year old children found that while 

boys sho1v_ed more aggression to boy dolls, girls '"'ere 

equally aggressive to boy and girl dolls. She comments 

that the girls felt justified in giving more aggressibn to 

the boy doll because boys ~ere.seen as 'rough' and they 

had suffered frustration at their hands. It is quite 

likely that the aggressive acts to the boy dolls would 

not be repeated in the real life situation for fear of 

reprisal, etc. but it does seem to indicate feelings of 

hostility towards male siblings. This supports Sears, 

Maccoby and Levin's analysis of aggression being directed 

towards frustrating agents but would necessitate an ex

tension of their hypothesis ~o take account of the 

charcateristics of t:Je members ie.sex and pov.rer in addition 

to their position in the family hierarchy. 

Is is possible to discuss sibling relationships, 

ie. the attitudes and behaviour of the child in relation 

to his brothers and sisters 9 in terms of a. social learning, 

developmental or interactional framework. The social 

learning approach focusses on the role of the parents as 

shapers of the childs behaviourr through reinforcement and 

modellin~s and on the effect of frustration which in

evitably arises in family life. 

Bandura and Walters 1963 state that the first response 

to frustration is aggression but other responses may be 

shown depending on the child's learning history. At the 

same time the motivational level of the individual -increases 

and he will respond more vigourously. To apply this to the 

family situation, dependency is established in the younG 
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child through early satisfaction of biological needs. 

The child learns to behave so as to ensure the receipt 

of nurturance and , .. Tarmth and uses dependency behaviour to 

gain reassurance about the mothers love (Sears 1957). 

As the child gets older the mother begins to consider 

this behaviour 1 changeworthy 1 and no longer consistently 

reinforces it. In addition, if there is more than one 

child she must share her attention between them with 

inevitable frustration of' the childs dependency needs. 

As a result the child intensifies his efforts to 

gain dependency rewards and f'eels hostility towards ~he 

frustrating ag~~nt, ie. mother. However aggression to 

parents is punished and therefore it may be displaced onto 

the sibling (ptulishment inhibits aggression to the punisher 

but increases it to others). Sibling aggression is probably 

reinforced by parental attention. 

Regression is another common response to this situation. 

This occurs if age appropriate and inappropriate responses 

diff'er little in strength, if' the latter had prolonged 

intermittent reinforcement and if age-appropriate responses 

are a source of threat. The older child may imitate the 

younger because he is seen to be rewarded for his behaviour. 

Bandura and Walters note that the development of self 

control, eg. ability to tolerate delay which would make the 

presence of siblings less stressful, is mediated by the 

parents. They :feel that the child develops grea·ter self 

control if he experienries relatively early or severe 

socialization pressures than if the parents are lenient. 

Thus the childs response to his sibling~ in pe:1rticular 

hostility, is a result of parental handling in terms bf 

developn•ent of dependency, amount of frustration introduced 

and punitiveness. 

In psychoanalytic theory sibling rivalry is seen as an 

internal -conflict which is 'acute', ie. caused by the 

pressuros of the developmental stage \'>'hich the child is 

passing at the time (Smirnoff' 1971). It is inevitable 

difficulty, but 'phase-bound', ie.·probably trahsitory. 

It is the 1 leeitimate task of the child's ego' to deal 
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with these crises and normal development is only en

dangered is unsuitable solutions are resorted to. 

Anna Freud (1966) states that the tolerance of a 

siblinu depends on the child's developmental level which 

determines thepsych.oloBical meanin~· of events for the 

child. The young child is egocentric, ie. all the parents 

actions are seen as havinG reference to him. The birth 

of a sibling is seen as 'unfaithfulness' and the child 

reacts with hostility and disappointment. Hi~ mis

·apprehension of events is due to his \veakness in secondary 

process thinking, eg. differences in the evaluation of 

time which means that he cannot tolerate delay. lfhen the 

child is very young any disturbance of the mother-child 

unity will produce separation anxiety. In the toddler 

stage the childs feelings to1-vards the mother are ambivalent 

and the arrival of a sibling may disturb the balance and 

lead to aggressive behaviour. In the development from 

egocentricity to companionship others are at first seen 

only as disturbers of the mother-child relationship and 

thus as rivals. Gradually they are recognized and reacted 

to as individuals and their rights and wishes are acknowledged. 

Anna Freud feels that extreme jealousy which she sees as 

a normal element of infantile instintual life can only be 

modified Hhen the ego is mature enough to institute 

appropriate defenses. 

Eriksen (1963) feels that during the stage of develop

ment of autonomy the child is concerned with keeping rivals 

out, ie. younger siblings. During the stage of ~nitiative 

there is anticipatory rivalry of thOse first there, ie. 

older siblings which climaxes in the contest for the 

opposite sex parent. From consideration of the Oedipal 

situation one might expect greater rivalry with siblings 

of the same sex as the child. 

The views of Anna Freud and Ericksen are Eelt to 

constitute a developmental approach to sibling rivalry. 

The child's reaction to his siblings depends on his 

developrnen tal level, in terms of the rel::.t t ions hip "i th the 

mother and his own capacities for coping with the situation. 

Following this view, later manifestations of jealousy and 
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rivalry would be traced back to an earlier developmental 

s tc-t~;e o · 

An interactional frameHork is more complex than the 

stimulus-respons~ approach, eg. one cannot say that there 

is a simple cause and effect relationship between the 

mothers behaviour and the child's personality, ie. parent 

effect model. One must also take account of the child's 

behaviour and characteristics$ eg. sex and ordinal position, 

and their e.fi'ect on the moth~~r' s behaviour. S imilarly all 

relationships Hithin the family must be viewed in terms 

of the behaviour and characteristics of both parties: 

There are two ways of looking at the interaction 

between siblings. The first, which is most often implied 

in the literature, is the proposal of a three-way interaction 

involving both siblings and parents. 

relationship between the siblings ]_
. ,, 

.~ 

In other words the 

mediated through the 

parents, ie. the childs needs and feelings towards his 

parents and their different expectations, attitudes and 

handling of each child ,..,ill determine the behaviour and 

attitudes the siblings hold towards each other. The other 

idea is of direct two-way interacti~n bct1-1een siblings 

where their characteristics and status influence the nature 

of the relationship. 

In the literature there is evidence for both proposals. 

There is evidence ofdifferentia~ parental treatment of 

children in different positions in the family and of 

resulting differences iri relationships with parents,which 

influence the way the sibling is viewed and reacted to. 

Bene and Anthony (1957) state that rivalrous children gave 

parental preference as the reason for hostility towards 

siblingso The most common explanation of jealousy is in 

terms of the child's dependency on the mother, the in

evitability of dependency needs being frustrated because 

the mother must share her attention among the siblings, 

with resulting resentment of the sibling, possibly because 

aggression is displaced from the parents to whom it cannot 

be shown. 11~is employs the first ~odel of attitudes and 

behaviour to siblings being mediated t.hrough the rela tionsldp 

with the parents. If this idea is correct therr the important 

variables in determining the amount of jealousy ;.;ill be 

strength of dependency, ivhich is 1~elated to the child's age 

and matcrn:1.l attit-y.des ,ancl behaviour. 

l 
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The reviel.red literature has indica ted that the first child 

is more dependent, relying on parents as sources of self-

evaluation and reward 9 and as anxiety reducers. It has 

also been shown that the parents show higher initial 

concern with-the first born which serves to establish 

strong dependency, followed by a lessening of warmth as 

the child grows older which tends to further increase 

dependency behaviour. The strong pressures and expectations 

regarding achievement and responsibility also turn the 

eldest child to the parents for reHard and approval. Thus, 

because the first child has more vested interests in ~he 

parents, one would expect this child to show most jealousy 

after displacement, unde~ the parent-sibling interaction 

model~ 

Research has also indicated that the interaction 

between siblings can be directly related to the characteris

tics of the childrent eg. age, sex and other personal 

characteristics, eg. Koch (1955~1956). If one vi~ws the 

family as a hierarchy with each member having certain 

power be6ause of age, ascribed status and even physical 

characteristics then it follows that ·this will influence 

the relationships beb,reen members. This view is consistent 

with the findings of Sears et al (1957) regarding aggression 

between siblings and their hyJ>othesis about family structure 

effects. Orbach 1 s findings (1966) also indicate that 

position or status influences the type of behavi~ur each 

child experiences from the other, ie. the older child is 

more bossy and interfering while the younger also presents 

annoyances but has less direct power. Koch (1956) .also 

feels that while the elder generally can exercise more 

control he has tod(eal >vi th uncontrolled and unpredictable 

behaviour from his younger sibling. Koch points out that 

the characteristics of the children not only influence the 

type of iriteraction between them but also the quantity in 

terms of opportunity for contact. She feels that this will 

affect the amount of friction occurring. This is born out 

by other studies,eg~ Houston (1968) who shows that where 

there is greater concern with siblings there is also more 

hostility. 

When viewed in ter~s of sibling influence jealousy 

and rivalry are seen as arising because of the value placed 

7 
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_on status and po1v-er and the frustration of atte.mpts to 

gain them. It fbllows from this that jealousy will arise 

only when a child is old enough to perceive and be per

ceived as a person whose characteristics and influence 

are felt. Evidence for.this is Bene and Anthony's 

findings (1957) that no negative attitudes were held 

towards the baby and Pauline Sears (1951) also found no 

aggression directed to the 11 baby" figure. 

It is quite feasible that the two models of sibling 

interaction are not mutually exclusive. The immediate 

reaction to a new sibling may be seen as a result of 

interference with the parent-child relationship, ie. 

displacement, and later interaction may also be affected 

by the competing needs of the children with respect to the 

parents. However the later relationship between siblings 

is probably no longer primarily regulated by the concern 

of each with the parents b~t more in terms of direct 

influence and interaction. Cognizance must be taken not 

only of the object of jealousy but of the socializing 

role of all family members. A formulation which takes 

account of all types of relationship and the influence 

of all family members, ie. in terms of a family "gestalt," 

may be the most satisf~ctory. 

Aim: To conduct an empirical study to clarify the 

present contradictions and uncertainties about sibling 

rivalry, to test certain hypotheses and to make ·a descriptive 

analysis of the data. 

The literature abounds with contradictory proposals 

about the nature of sibling interaction and the causes of 

sibling rivalry. It must be stressed that apart from a 

few early studies on sibling r~valry there has been little 

research on siblini relationships. There are no recent 

investigations concerned with sibling rivalry and the 

only information on this topic must be Gleaned from studies 

that are only indi:t~ectly related to it and from unsub-

stantiated theoretical formulations. Thus it was decided to 

conduct an empirical study to gai~ information about the 

correlates of jealousy and rivalry. Several variables have 

been chosen for study because there seems general agreement 
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on their relevance to tl1.e r 1 J · t - p O)_em, 1e. ma.ernal attitudes, 

family composit~on variables and the child's perceptions 

of family relations. Certain hipotheses have been put 

forward but note has been taken of conflicting propositions. 

In addition -to testine thec_;e hypotheses a descriptive 

analysis of the dat~ will be carried out. 

There are indications that the mother'"' 1 dl · of ~ 1.an lll{'J 

her children influences their personality development and 

interaction within the family, therefore the study of 

maternal attitudes has theoretical and practical importance. 

Bunch (l9b0) notes that although correlations between 

attitudes and child·behaviour do not allow the assumption 

of a causal relationship, such a correlation serves to 

differentiate between groups and shows which a~titudes 

are the important ones to study. 

Hypothesis I: Maternal over-protection will be 

significantly, positively related to siblinG rivalry. 

This pre'iction is made because maternal over-protection 

is thought to foster dependency on the mother with resulting 

intolerance of the sibling's conflicting claims. This 

is proposed by several writers in the reviewed literature 

and is supported by the results of Sewall (1930) and Levy 

(1937). In addition the mother's attitude towards discipline 

my be important as this fost9rs early self-control (Bandura 

and Walters 1963) and inrluences the amount and direction 

of dependency and agffression exhibited (Sears et al 1957) 

Itejection is generally thought to be negatively related to 

jealousy (eg. Sewall 1930) and where there is less in

dividual attention, as in the large ramily, the siblings 

form a more cohesive group (Bossard and Boll 1966). 

However rejection may be compensated for in over-indulgence 

and protection and Garrison et al (1967) argue that this is 

why the latterattitudes produce jealousy in the child. 

Hypothesis II: where the child p~rceives that his 

parents have little positive regard for him he is 1nore 

likely to show jealousy and rivalry towards his sibling(s). 

Tho child's o\,n perception of the fa.mily relations 

forms the closest link with his behaviour (Hof'i'man and 

Lippitt 1960). It is assumed that the child's perception 

of parental attitudes is more likely to be motivating his 

.. 

l 
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.behaviour than any objective assessment o.f these attitudes. 

The above hypothesis .follows from the three-way parent

siblinG interaction model \vhere the child is seen in 

competition Hith his siblings for parental nurturance and 

warmth. Thus i~ the child feels he is not receiving ''depen

dency rewards" he is likely to increase his competitive 

efforts and to feel resentment or displace hostility from 

parents to siblint;s.(In. the direct sibling influence 

model perceived parental attitudes should not be related 

to rivalry.) 

In addition the data from the Family Relations"Test 

provides a cross-check of other measures, ie. maternal 

attitudes and the siblin~ relationship score. It also 

permits the relating of feelings given to and received 

from any particular sibling with the characteristics of that 

child. 

Family composition .factors are easily mea~ured and 

thus can be used to p-rovide "hard facts 11 about jealousy, 

eg. does it vary with family size? etc. In addition family 

structure provides information about the stimulus value of 

the members for the child and for the par(:!nts in tt~rms of 

sex, age and position. As family composition variables 

are causally remote from the child's behaviour (Hoffman 

and Lippitt 1960) they do not possess a great deal :Of 

explanatory value but they can be used to test conflicting 

propositions. The variables which have been cansidered 

are ordinal position, family size, sex and spacing. 

Hypothesis III: Sibling rivalry will be sienificantJ.y 

greater when the child has been displaced than whQn he 

has no younger siblings. 

I~ the child is jealous because the other child is 

receiving parental attention, etc. ie. because of frustrated 

dependency needst one would expect the displaced child~ ie. 

,,,ith younger siblings, to shmv most jealousy and rivalry. 

(In particular the first child, because of his greater 

dependency and concern with parents.) Although this 

propsal receives most support in ~he literature there is an 

alternative proposition. If jealousy results from status 
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envy and frustration of power striving then the later 

children will show more jealousy because they receive 

greater frustration from their o~re powerful siblings. 

Hypothesis IV: Sibling rivalry will decrease as the 

spacinc between the siblines increases. 

Sewall (1930) found the 18-42 month spacing was 

associated with jealousy and Helen Koch also feels the 

2-4 year gap the most stressful. This is interpreted in 

terms of the older child~s strong dependency needs when 

the siblinz was born, making the sibling a rival for the 

parents' attention. The spacing factor can also be seen 

in terms of the amount of contact and conflicting interests 

likely to occur between the pairs. 

Family size determines the ainount of attention each 

child receives and the intensity of relationships within 

the family. Waldrop and Bell's finding (1964) that lack 

of attention in large :families increases depen.dency behaviour 

leads to an expectation of greater rivalry in large families 

because~of competit~on,for parental affection. However 

Bossard and Boll (1966) found that the lessening of inten

sity of parent-child relationships produced greater sibling 

solidarity. Also, with the strong authority hierarchy 

found in large families there may be less chance for the 

balance of power to be upset~ eg. by appeals for outside 

help, and therefore less friction arising. 

It is difficult to relate the sex of the s·iblings to 

the parent-siblinG interaction model unless, possibly, in 

terms of the Oedipal situation, ie. greater rivalry will 

be expected between same-sex siblings beca~se of ciompetition 

fo~ the opposite-sex parent. Parental preference for m~le or 

I L 

female children might contribute to sibling rivalry but 

evidence that such preferences exist is scanty and contra

dictory. Sutton--Smith et al 1 s (1968) finding of significantly 

more positive feelings given to and received from same-sex 

siblings (boys) s1~ems to arG'ue ag·ainst _the inf:'luence of 

the Oedipal situation. Koch \1956) argues that an opposite-

sex siblinr,· inc!uces more "open ri,ralry", although there 

may be less contact between the children, which is supported 
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by the Sutton-Smith stud·y. Hhen viewE~d in terms of' siblin.g's 

power and ability to act as a f'rustr~ting agent possibly 

male sib lings may i.ncluc e more ri V8.lry but s f.lX must be 

viewed in relation to position. 

It is felt that there is no one situation or factor 

producing jealousy or inrluencing the sibling relationship. 

It is hoped that this study >vill help to 11 narroH the :fieldn 

by demonstrating which ~re the most important variables to 

consider and by producing hypotheses about their mode of 

operation. 

.., 
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As the present investigation is env~saged as an 

exploratory study or sample survey the comments of Sears 

el al (1953) on the nature and function of pilot studies 

will be examined. These comments are relevant as they 

vie>v as 11 pj_Jot studies" all inves tiea tions that are not 

so carefully controlled that they demonstrate a well

defined causal relationship between one variable and 

another. They state that a pilot study involves the 

measurement of several antecedents and consequents,·with 

the selection of variables based on usefulness, availability 

of measures and relation to a larger theoretical frame

work. The functionsof such a study are to refine variables, 

ie. by clarifying relationships between them and by using 

several measures of the same variable; to gain information 

about the generality of relationships,ie. to guage the 

influence of varying degrees of the antecedent variables; 

to explore new antecedent-consequent relationships within 

a theoretical framework. The findines of such a study will 

be reported as hypotheses rather than principles. They 

note that most research in psychology falls in this category. 

It is felt that the present study fulfils these conditions 

and should be class~d under this heading • 

.§2£llj_~. 

The subjects were fifty pre-school children attending 

the Barkly House and Buxton nursery scl"lools. The subjects 

average age was 5 years 3 months and the age range from 

4 years to 6 years 4 months. All the children weve fron1 

middle class families as judged ~rom the father's occupation 

with many of them being prof'essional men. Family size 

varied from 2-4 children and spacing rapge was 13 to 182 

months. There i·Jere an equal number, ie. 25children of each 

sex. All children under four years were excluded. The 

mothers of the subjects were also used in the study. 

It was decided to study "normal" children because 

jealousy is held to exist in every family and because in 

clinic cases there is likely to be other pathology, either 

in the child or in the family. In these cases the cllild 

is usually not referre~ for jealousy alone, and the jealous 

child referred to a clinic may differ from the jealous 

•' 
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child not referred. Pre-school children were chosen 

. because they· ,d.l.l have more in tei~ac t.ion with siblings 

than older children and jealousy is more frequently 

found at this age. (see Shepherd et al 1971) 

I-·!easuring Inst£"::,llnents. 

Harylanq Parental Attitude Survey. (:HPAS). 

~£E.l.J2tion. The HPAS is a questionnaire designed by 

Donald Pumroy (1965). It has four scales, each measuring 

a parental attitude, ie. disciplinarian (D) indulgent (I), 

protecting (P) and rejecting (R). It has a forced choice 

format and consists of 95 pairs ~f statements, eg. A. 

Parents should do things for their children (protective). 

B. A child's life should be as happy as possible (Indulgent) 

A. Watching television keeps children out of the way. 

{rejecting). B. Children should never be allowed to answer 

back to their parents (Disciplinarian). 

The first 5 items are 1 buffers 1 and are not scored. 

In the remaining 90 items, statements representing each 

attitude are paired with every other - an equal number of 

times. This means that there is a p,ossible maximum score 

of 45 for each scale. The questionnair~ is presented in 

full in Appendix A. 

Admini~~_:ra tio~, .. scor.inc; and norms. The questionnaire carries 

instructions for the respond&nt, stating what the test 

measures and telling him/her that a choice must be made 

between A & B for every item. First reactions are desig

nated the best response where decisions are difficult. 

Pumroy suggests that these written instructions be supplemented 

by prior discussion with the respondent to ensure full 

co-operation. 

A scorine key is provided from which a scoring stencil 

can be made. T scores are given for male and female S's~on 

all four scales. These are based on 188 subjects, 95 males 

and 93 females. The mean age of the males was 20c8 with 

a range of 16 to 37 years; ·the mean age for females was 

18.5 with a rangE! of 16 to 1+1-J. years. The T scores may not 

be appropriate for all studies as they have been mainly 

obtained from a college group who might differ in age and 

academic standing from .other samples. Ho'''ever~ this is 

,• 
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immaterial in the present study a.s tl1.e analysis of results 

has used rnethods·involving ranking of scores and conversion 

from raw scores to T scores makes no difference to the 

outcome. 

What thc.test measures. Purnroy (1965) provides descriptions 

of the type of parents represented by his scales and gives 

exa1:1ples of their child-rearing behaviour. Thus an in-

dividual scoring hieh on any scale is assumed to show these 

characteristics. The descriptions are given below. 

1. Indulgent parents. "These parents are child-centred; 

the child is allowed to have his own way in all matters. 

The child is showered with warmth and affection. If attempts 

are made at discipline the child knows he can circumvent 

them. He is not encouraged to show initiative and has no 

responsibilities. He is often given gifts and treats on 

impulse." 

2. Disciplinarian parents. 'These parents need and expect 

fairly strict obedience from the child'. The child knoHs 

he will be punished if he does not comply because rules are 

explicitly stated. Punishment is fair and consistent. 

par~nt pushes the child tb grow up early and to achieve 

beyond his ability. 

Tha 

3. ~rotective parents 'are primarily concerned with seeing 

to it that the child takes a minimum amount of risks. These 

parents perform tasks for tl1e child long beyond the time he 

is capable of doing the task for himself. They are overly 

watchful and alert to danger. The child is not allowed to 

groH in case something happens to him. 

4. Rejecting and indifferent parents {combined cat~gory). 

These parents are openly and actively hostile towards their 

children. This is frequently reflected in punishment based 

on the parents feelings, not the childs behaviour, and en

genders hostility in the child. Also included in this 

category are parents Hho have no strong feelines for the 

child. Their first interest is their own activities and they 

don 1 t want to be bothered by their children. 

Pumroy has dev~loped these par~ntal 'types' from the 

relevant literature but they are not entirely satisfactory 

as definitions of what the scales measure. These definitions 

are largely in terms of a~tuai parental behaviour and in 

some cases in terms of thc-'l childs behaviour in thEe) home 
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situation, ie. in terms of the presumed effects of holding 

these attitudes.. However it is generally considered 

uncertaj.n hoH far parental attitudes, measured in this 

way, are reflected in behaviour (eg. Gildea, Glideman and 

Kantor 1960) and studies relating measures of parental. 

attitudes to child behaviour have produced conflicting 

results. The scores produced by this questionnaire would 

appear to be measures of opinions, feelings or values and 

the relationship of these to behaviour is an assumption 

only. It seems necessary td regard the attitude held as 

a 'pre-disposition to perform certain kinds of respohses' 

{Hunt and Winokur 1960) ie. such as are mentioned in the 

above descriptions. 

~lopm~nt of the test. A pool of items was formed and 

given to nine psychologists to categorize, using the four 

descriptions of parent 1 types 1 outlined above. 1vhere six 

of the nine psychologists agreed on the categorization the 

item was retained. These items had previously been given 

to 178 subjects to answer as a 'good' parent should. To 

compile the questionnaire items judged equal in social 

:;desirabili t},.rere taken from each category and combined to 

form the 90 forced c4oice pairs of the test. 

Reliabilitx. Test-retest reliability is between .62 and .73 
for a smaple of 30 mile and 24 female college students with 

the retest after three months. Splithalf reliability is 

between .66 and .84 for a sample of ~5 male and ~5 female 

col.lege. Pumroy states that these reliability coefficients 

are similar to those of other instruilients of this nature. 

yaliditx. The test may be judged to have good face ·validity 

because of the way the items were selected. Test results 

are in the direction of theoretical expectations in the 

f'ollowinc; cases. Males score higher on D and females on I~ 

older subjects score hi~her on R and lower on D than younger 

subjects .and parents Hh.o attended fe,v-er parent discussion 

groups than others scored higher on R. Predictive validity 

is demonstrated by the agreement between test results and 

maternal bel1aviour. Mothers who had a high D score showed 

more directing and restricting behaviour than these with a 

low D score. 1 Forbidding 1 behaviour was related to high R 

~:;cores. 

'rhe eviden.ce presented by Pumroy for the tests va_liclity 

is rather limited ~nd no other published data can be traced 
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Possibly for an instrument of this nature face validuty 

may be more important than in other cases. 

Forced - choice technioue. 

Hhen m~asuring attitudes, using a self-report 

inventory, faking and social desirability may have a 

large effect on the scores. This is especially so for 

reports of parental attitudes as there is now a large 

popular literature on child-rearing and parents are often 

sensitive to criticism in this area. Giving a 'popular' 

response is eliminated by making the subject choose 

between equally desirable altern~tives~ as in the }IPAS. 

The forcE.~d choice format also eliminates other response 

sets, eg; a tendency to always agree or disagree with the 

given statements. Thus the test becomes more effective 

in discriminating individual differences in the attitudes 

being measured. 

Anastasi (1968) does report that a spec~fically 

orinted group can still fake a forced choice test. Also 

the social desirability fo.ctor ,.,rill only be equated :for 

samples similar tofue group used fo~ the original judge

ments. Despite these facts~ in general use the :forced 

choice technique successfully eliminates most of the 

error due to response sets. 

One disadvantage of theaforced choice format is what 

Cronbach (1961) calls its "Have you stopped beating 
. 

your "'ife'l 11 character. 1 The respondent may be put in. the 

'false' position of choosing between two totally inapplicable 

statements. This can evoke resistance and antagonism 

towards the test. The MPAS does not have a measure of 

response consistency, which could be introduced by repeating 

some of the pairs. It is possible that subjects may com·-

pensate, in cases of difficult decisions, by first choosing 

one attitude and later the other. However it is hoped that 

the instruction to register first reactions to tthe items 

will overcome these diff~culties. 

Choice of the test. 

An a.tti tude questionaire has been used bt~causo this 

is an exploratory study. As Becker and Krug (1965) state 

one should use such an.instrument as an ''economical first 

approach in uncharted areas" before tryinr.; to get more 

.• 
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direct measures of parental behaviour. The IviPAS \vas 

selected as a measure of parental attitudes ~n preference 

to other widely used tests, eg. Parental Attitude Research 

Instrument (Schaefer and Bell 1958). The latter has been 

criticized for failing to control for response sets 

(Becker und Krug) whereas the forced choice format with 

items equated for social desirability makes the MPAS a 

better instrument for the present purpose. 

2. Fami£-:__Helations Test (FRT) 

The test was developed to "indicate objectively, 

reliably and rapidly the direction and intensity of the 

child 1 s feelings towards the various members of his far:.tily 

and ••• his estimate of their reciprocal regard f'or him. 11 

(Anthony and Bene 1957). It provides a measure of positive 

and negative, incoming and outgoing attitudes towards all 

f'amily members. 

The test materials consist of 20 cardboard figures 

attached to ·boxes, and a set of "messages" printE-~d on 

small ca:rds. The figures are males and females of varying 

ages, t-v1o babies and a "Nobody". There are no facial 

features drawn so that the figures are ambiguous enough 

for the child to use them to represent his OWTl family. 

The messages express positive and ne~ative f~elings coming 
- !(I l..> . 

from the child and going towards the child, and dependency 

:feelines~ eg, 11 S thinks you are nice" or S thinks you are 

naughtyll. There are eight items in each category (and a 

full list is given in . Appc~ndix B.) 

There are two forms of the test, ie. for older and 

younger children. In this case the latter was inv~riably 

used because of the age of the subjects. 

Administration and scorin~. 

The 20 figures are arranged in the testing room at a 

convenierit height for the child to see them. The child is 

asked to tell the examiner who are th.e people in his :family 

and then to select from the figures those which best 

represent his family. He is then -told that the examiner 

'"i]_J. read some messages Hllich he can send to any member of 

his family by 11 posting 11 or placinc: them in the box beh.ind 

the figure. Any messade he does not wish to send to a 

:family member may be gi·ven to 11 Nr Nobody11
• It i'-' made 

clear that any me~sage may be sent to as mahy people as the 
,• 

child desires. ~There Has one dep<-trturc f'rorn the standard 

I 
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procedure as several copies of each message were provided 

to allOiv the clJild to give one to each family member if 

he ·Hi shed. ) 

At the end of the test the items given to each figure 

are noted on the score sheet. Scores are obtained by 

totalling the Dl.Hnber of i toms in each ca tecory for each 

figure~ eg. number of outgoing positive feelings to mother. 

It is also possible to get overall positive and negative 

scores and measures o~ total interaction with each figure. 

Reliabilit!• Anthony and Bene 1957 assessed split-half 

reliability by correlating odd-even item subscores. They 

obtained correlation coefficients between ~68 and ~98 

from which they concluded that the test was "reasonably 

reliable 11
• Kauffman 1968 in an unpublished study found 

test-retest relaibility coefficients of 0.70 to 0.80 for 

a sample of 41 children. There does not appear to be any 

other published reliability data. 

Validit:r:. The test is difficult to validate as it purports 

to measure the child's "psychic reality11 rather than 

"objective reality!!. Thus is is rather inconsistent to 

compare results with independent behav±oural criteria. 

\ihile allo\ving .for tl1.is anomally, Anthony and Bene ( 1957) 

have compared test r:esul ts \vi th questionnaire and case 

history material to try and establish the test's construct 

validity~ They :feel that 1d1ile there may not be perfect 

aggreement some correspondence should occur. There is also 

some evidence o~ pr~dictive and congruent validity :from 

more recent studies by other investigators. 

Anthony and Bene found good correspondence between 

assessments of parental attitudes and test results. 

Whore the :father was described as hosti1e and punitive, 

eight of tan-children saw the father's feelings towards 

them as predominantly negative. Test results significantly 

difforeritiated between two groups where the mothers were 

assessed as accepting or rejecting. There '"as also 

significant agreement between the social workers assessment 

of the sibling relationship and test results. Children 

whose presenting complaint was sibling jealousy showed 

significantly more negative responses to "the sibling 

def:'ined in the complaint than to.the neutral sibling. 

AlthouGh these results, reported in the manual, provide 
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some evidence of the test's validity, they are not very 

satisfactory. ~he agreement with the criteria is not 

impressive in all cases, the statistical procedures have 

been criticized (Jensen 1959r Kauffman 1970) and the 

samples are small. 

Kauffman ( 1970) quotes a study '"hich provides some 

evidence of congruent validity. Van Slyke and Leton (1965) 

found significant inter correlations between FRT and 

Swanson child-parent relationship rating scale and Forer 

structured sentence-completion test. However Kauffman 

points out that the sample was small and there is no 

adequate validity data for the other two tests. 

Two studies indicate that the FRT distinguishes 

between different clinical groups. Frost (1969) compares 

the results of 190 normal 6th grade children with a group 

of delinquent boys and a group of maladjusted non-readers. 

He found clear differences between the groups 9 eg. delinquents 

gave significantly less positive items to father, as well 

as finding certain trends in his normal population, eg~ 

parents get more positive than nega~ive items and siblings 

vice versa. 

Kauffman (1971) compared groups of adjusted~ school 

disturbed and institutionalised emotionally disturbed 

children. The FRT results sftowed significant differences 

between the groups, eg. the institutionalised children 

had a picture of strong positive feelings from ~heir 

families and had a negative attitude towards themselves. 

Both the above studies indicate that the FRT does 

.show differences in perceived family relationships of 

(
children from different populations, md this may be taken 

as evidence of the test's predictive validity. The evidence 

on the test's reliability and validity is considered in-

adequate for a full evaluation (Jensen 1959; Kauffman 

1970, 1971) but is not entirely unsatisfactory. 

Unfortunately all studies have used the. older form of the 

test. 

Generc:d. evaluation. There is no information given about 

the selection of the test items so it is not sure whether 

they are representative of the child's attitudes to family 

1nembers or whether they are classified correctly as positive 

and negative. \An example of' a doubt.ful case i.s "S Hants 

to spank you 11 vh:i.ch might be vietved af:' playful and at'fec tiona te 

but is dla:::;sifiGd as representing a nersative attitude.) 

'' ' 



The items may represent feelings of different strengths 

yet all reccive'the same weight. Anthony and Bene 

justify this by saying that for the pre-school child 

ip. tcnsi ty of feeling is not differentia tf:'ld, 11 like and love, 

dislike and hate overflow· into each other. 11 H01-'0Ver from 

inspection of the items they seem to cover common. situations 

and in general to be classified correctly. 

Also neglected is the wording of the items and the 

child's understanding of ~he statements and the task as 

a whole. This is especially relevant for pre-school 

s,ubjec ts. The task is a complex one, especially for 

children of this age. They must un.derstand the statement, 

distinguish whether it is directed from or towards the 

self, consider it's applicability to all members of ~he 

family and hold all these possibilities in mind while a 

decision is made. In many cases the child does show his 

understanding by giving reasons for his choice, eg. a 

child 1-:ho thinks his brother is bad 1viJ_l say that his 

brother hits him or takes his toys. Where words are 

unknolvn, eg. scold, a simple definition is necessary. 

The test does provide numerical scores, thus facili

tating statisticaJl analysis, but multi-dimensional 

responses and the possibility of assigning one item to 

many figures, ~akes.£or a complex amount of data. At the 

same time this does mean that the test provides a great 

deal of well-defined and categorized informatioft. 

No norms have yet been established and use in clinical 

practice would require experienced interpretation (eg. for 

detecting the operation of defense mechanisms, as discussed 

in the manual.) \'l11.en using the test in this way the 

validity of the interpretations is questionnable~ For the 

present study only scor~s for particular test categories are 

used and no interpretation is made of overall response patterns 

Children find the test situation non-threatening, novel 

and enjoyable. They shoH little reluctance to play 1vha t 

they regard as a ~arne, they become involved in the taslc 

and their interest is sustained by being able to manipulate 

the materials. The family figures are designed to facilitate 

the child's reactions without elici~ine fantasyo Bene 

.• 
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and Anthony :feel that the provision of a 11 play11 situation 

will allow a :freer expression o:f attitudes, as emotion is 

commonly expressed through play at this age. 

The main advantage o:f the test is its relative 

objectivity. There are a limited number of responses 

which can be made and a standard set of items and materials. 

However the test does retain flexibility through the 

individual choice of the family figures~ the provision 

of' 11 Nobody" and the possibility o:f make the same response 

to several figures. The test is quick and easy to administer 

and score~ it provides a great deal of information about 

the pattern of relationships within the family, and this 

in a form which allows of formal analysis. 

What is required for this study is a measure of the 

child's orientation towards parents and siblings in 

particular how the child feels towards his siblings and 

how he perceives his parents1 attitudes towards him. This 

will supplement the measures of maternal attitudes and the 

child's behaviour in relation to his siblings provided by 

the mother. 

The FRT is designed to measure variables at this level 

which .is causally closest to the child's behaviour and 

personality (Hoffman and Lippitt 1960). Thus where a 

relationship is fourid between the two, the postulation 

of intervening steps is not required, ie. one may be fairly 

certain what influence is operating. 

In their review of measures of family life variables, 

H.offman and Lippitt ( 1960) discuss methods used in previous 

studies to tap this set of variables. There are two methods 

of· measurj_ng the child 1 s attitudes and perceptions of family 

relations. These are projective tests such as the CAT or 

measures involving direct questionninG of the child, eg. 

I' Family Helations Questionnaire (Bro\vn, l''lorrison and Couch 

1947) •. The latter method is unsuitable fori the pre-school 

child because of the difficulty in verbal expression of 

attitudes and emotions at this age l~vel. The projective 

tests take nruch time to administer and interpret and their 

reliabilty and validity is disputable. The fantasy output 

of the child (especially pre-school) varies tremendously 

on these tests (Meyer i963) and often provides too little 

data for the required purpose. 

HavinG weieh~d the drawbacks of the FRT in relation 

to the measures discussed above, the FRT was selected for 

I 
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this study because it gave the required information and 

pro·vidod the most sui. table way of· working Hi th L~ and 5 year 

old children. It is presented as a play situation, requires 

no verbal expression of attitudes and gives a fairly 

objective measure of the variables under consideration. 

The questionnaire ;..ras designed to give a measure of 

sibling rivalryo It consists of 2~ items each describing 

an instance of behaviour and requiring the re~pondent to 

indicate frequency of occurrence on a five-point scale. 

The responses are scored from 0 to 4 and thup the maximur.1 

score is 96. See Appendix c. 
The questionnaire was compiled from Cattell's ll953) 

Intra-Familial Attitudes Scales using the items fron1 the 

Inter-Sibling Jealousy Scale. This c6mprises of a list 

of 21~ "sympto1natic acts" \vhich he states are the i terns of 

behaviour which the ~xperienced social worker looks for 

in judging the strength of this attitude. Altbough his 

scales are being used in research, details o~ validity, 

.reliability and norms have not been published. 

This instrument has.been judged by the investigator 

as possessihg adequate face validity. Retest reliability 

•-vas established by asking 29 of' the mothers to complete the 

questionnaire again after a two month interval. Using 

Spearman's rhd the reliability coefficient was ~.67 (which 

is significant at better than the one per cent level of 

c onficience). Although this figure is not very high it 

indicates a ·significant relationship between the two sets 

of. scores. When the likelihood of some thange in the 

child's behaviour over a two month period is taken into 

account (i.e. family relations are not static and the child 

is maturing) the measure can be regarded as reasonably 

reliable. 

This questionnaire was adopted for the study after an 

examination of other sibling relationship measures, mainly 

by reference to Strauss (1969) whp reviews all family 

measurement techniques that appear in published research 

reports up to that date. The first alternative is the use 

of projective techniqu~s with the child, eg. doll play. 

Problems associated '"i th stlch techniques have boon outlined 

,.,hen di~;cussing the Family Relations Test. For the~ present 

purpose. particular difficulties would be entailed in 

L 



-obtaining comparable data from each child and in d~vising 

a reliable scoring system. The other method of obtaining 

information is through questionnaires given either to the 

parent or to the child. However the available instruments 

contain very few items on sibling relations (seven at 

the most) and i,rere not felt to provide an adequate measur<.'l 

of sibling rivalry. The present questionnaire covers many 

situations and behaviours and is felt to provide a 

representative samplin.g of i terns, thus producing a more 

reliable measure. Thus, despite lack of informatio~ on 

validity 1 reliability and norms this questionnaire was 

used as no other suitable measure existed. 

Procedure. 

The study was carried out while the investigator was 

on the staff of the nursery schools which meant that 

rapport had been established with many of the children 

and mothers prior to the investigation. Permission to 

carry out the study was granted by the principal and the 

full co-operation of the nursery school staff was ensured. 

The parerits were given a note explaining that a study was 

being carried out from UCT with the co-operation of the 

schools. They were a~sured that all information gathered 

would be treated as confidential, 

The ]\1PAS, SRQ and background data sheet were dis

tributed to the mothers by the investigator or the nursery 

school supervisors. It was pointed out that the MPAS might 

involve difficult choices but :f;'i.;rst reactions would be the best 

response. Both questionnaires carried written instructions. 

After a two month interval some of the mothers were asked 

to complete the SRQ a second time. 

The FRT was administered during school hours. The 

child was asked to accompany tbe investigator to play a 

11 game 11 \d. th her. In nearly every case the children were 

eager to c orne and oft en ;v-an. ted to play the 11 gam(~ 11 a second 

time. The testing took place in a separate room at the 

nursery school$ Any children >d.1o ivere ill at ease Here 

given time to adjust to the situation and engaged in neutral 

conversationc If a child was unwilling to participate 

testing was deferre4. However, in all cases~ once started 9 

the testing 11as completed in one session. 

! 
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The test materials were displayed at the child's eye level 

j_n the room and· the test was administered as described :Ln 

the discussion of tho FRT. Note was taken of the child's 

remarks about any item and of behaviour during testing. 

The responses were recorded and scored after the child had 

left the room. 

Statis_~ics. 

It was decided to use non-parametric statistical tests as 

the data from·the SRQ does not fulfil the conditions 

associated with the use of parametric statistics, ie. one 

cannot assume that it represents more than the ordinal 

scale of measurement and the scores are not normally 

distributeds ie. fall towards the lower end of the scale. 

Non-parametric statistics entail fe\ver assumptions and 

therefore can be applied with more confidence to this data. 

The tests used have power-efficiency nearly matching the 

corresponding parametric test. 

Cor.relations have been computed, ( eg. beb-:een JlfPAS 

scales and SRQ scores ) using the Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient· ( r 
5

) \vhich has 91<;:£ _ p~nver-efficiency 1vhen. com

pared -.;v-i th the corresponding paraEtetric procedure. The 

Mann Whitney U Test has been used to test whether two 

independent groups have been•drawn from the same sample, 

ego to test for sex differences in SRQ scores. This test 

has power-efficiency of 95% compared to the t t~st. 

The Kuskal-Hallis oneHay analysis of variance by ranks was 

used where there were several groups, eg. to test for SRQ 

differences associated with family size~ This is the n1ost 

efficient non-parametric test for this purpose having 

power-efficiency of 95o5%-compared to the F test. 

The chi square test was used to determine the significance 

of differences between two different groups where the data 

consisted of frequencies, og~ to test for differences in 

attitudes towards same and opposite sex siblings. Hhere 

iied scores occur the appropriate corrections have been 

applied. 

It was decided to work at the .OS level of significance. 

The appropriate tables were consulted to determine the 

significance of the results. 

i 
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The family composition data has been simplific~cl, following 

the suggestion of Sutton-Smith and Hosenberg (1970), by 

combining categories, eg. like vs opposite-sex siblings 

and S 1 s 1v-i th younger siblings vs those Hi thou.t. 

,. 
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lo Sibling r~valry scoreso 

Table 1. Distribution o£ sibling rivalry scores. 

Scores 

~----~--------·-------

0 it 

5 9 

10 - J.ll 

1.5 - 19 

20 2l.J. 

25 - 29 
30 - 34 

35+ 

N 

Hedian 

f 

·-· -----
7 

9 

9 

10 

9 

0 

1 

3 
::::48 

::::13,9 
----------------------------------------------------------------

T1.vo of the 50 questionnaires vere incomplete therefore 

the analysis is based on 48 cases. It is noted that the 

distribution of scores is positively skewed, ie. not normally 

distributed~ as the bulk of' the scores fall at the loHor 

end of the distribution; Therefore distribution-free or 

non-parametric statistics have been applied to this data. 

The rei a tionships bebveen 1i1a ternal attitude and 

sibling rivalry scores Here deterndned by using; the Spearman· 

rank correlation coefficient 

·~Table 2. Correlations of maternal attitude and sibling 

rivalry scores. 

~---·--- -----
Correlation coefficient rs 

·------------.. -------~----

Score 

D:l.sci plinarian 

Indulgent 

Protec tj_ vo 

H.(3 j ec tine 

·--- -- --~--

Sibling rivalry 

-0,075 
+0~076 

-0,059 

+0,165 

None of:' the correlations 1-.rere signi.ficant. 

·' 
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3~ PercAived p~rontal attitudes. 

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance 

by ranks was used to test for differences in sibling 

rivalry scores associated with percej.ved parental attitudes. 

Table 3,1. Sibling rivalry scores of seven groups 

experiencinG different positive regard from father. 

-----~-··---

Positive incoming. feelings from 

---~·------···" -------------------------------·--------... 
0 

4 

13 

37 

0 

11 

11 

2 

17 

20 

1 

16 

9 

15 
20 

8 

19 

24 

0 

12 

H = 

2 

6 

1 

J~. 

2l.J. 

35 
13 

9 

16 

19 

13 

3,5 

3 

9 

33 

7 

elf' ::: 

4 5 

2.lt 19 

8 2h 

211 17 
10 

23 

6 8 ___________________ ......,..., __ _ 
Thus there is no significant difference in sibling 

6 

t:-
:J 

50 

13 

rivalry scores for groups experiencing different positive 

regard from father. 
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Table :~, 2. Sibling rivalry scores of i'i v~? t;-roups 

experiencing different negative regard from father. 

t 
·!, 

·-------- -----------------
Nega ti V(~ incominG feelings from father 

...... --·---.. 
____________ ,_.. ..... 

0 l 2 3 , . ~~-

......,.____ ----
17 2h I'' 

:J 6 19 

16 13 20 10 19 

9 '-~ 15 2h 13 

15 6 19 9 

1 16 17 16 

13 37 13 
]_1 1+ 35 

8 0 10 

24 8 12 

2h 7 2h 

11 9 

2 13 
2L~ 23 

0 

33 t> 

·---- ~-------....... 

N = lt6 B -~ 3 d.f = lt p ~-
...... ~ Q7 

----· 

There is no significant difference in siblinc-rivalry 

scores of groups experiencing different negative regard 

:from fatherc 
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Table 3,3. Sibling rivalry scores or eiGht groups of 
. . 
positive reGard From mother. 

---------·--- -----------------------------· 
Positive incoming feelings from mother 

0 1 2 J lf 5 6 7 
-·--~----· -------------

16 1 21+ 10 6 2)_-1 5 17 
6 13 1-t 13 9 2L1 50 2h 

19 20 9 16 2 15 2!~. 

11 7 0 l+ 37 

8 21+ 15 19 8 

11 23 17 10 0 

lJ 33 19 9 
20 13 12 

35 16 

13 

-----·----------- ----·----------------· 
N = q.S H = 6,5 df = 7 p 

·---------· ·------------
There is no s~enificant difference in sibling rivalry 

scores of groups experiencing different positive regard 

from mother. 

.-
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Table 3,4. Siblina rivalry scores or four groups 

experiencing different negative regard from mother. 

Negative incoming feelings from mother. 

0 1 2 3 
--- ·----.. a,~·-----__.-

6 24 24 10 

16 17 0 9 
6 5 15 35 

15 13 19 13 

1 50 17 

13 l~ 13 

37 16 9 
19 2 

20 9 

11 13 

8 10 

8 12 
21.} ·. 16 

24 2h 

11 

7 
19 
24 

23 

0 

20 

33 

N = l~ 7 H = c05 df :::: 3 p = 

! I 

,99 
.. ~-------

Thus there are no significant differences in sibling 

rivalry scores associated with perceived paternal or maternal 

attitudes. 

.• 
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4e Child's attitudes to parents. 

The JCruskal-1Iallis ono~vray analysis of' variance by 

ranks was used to test for differences in sibling rivalry 

scores associated with the child 1 s attitudes to his 

parents 1 as measured by the Family Relations Test. 

Table 4,1. Sibling rivalry scores of eight groups of 

positive regard towards mother. 

---·---------·----.. , ___ _ 
Positive outco:Lng feelings to 

-----------·- ----·-------·---
0 

19 

15 
11 

19 

1 

0 
J 

20 

7 

13 

35 

2 3 1-t. 

--------
6 21~ 10 

16 5 lt 

13 3'7 11 

lt l) 
'-' 2l} 

6 8 23 

1 19 
16 17 
13 13 

0 9 
2h 

0 
/ 

13 

10 

20 

12 

mother 

5 6 

2L~ 211-

15 21+ 

2 

33 
16 

7 

17 

50 

---------·---
N :: lt8 H 6 df == 7 

...., 
~ j. > • 

There is no significant difference in sibling rivalry 

scores for groups expressing different positive regard towards 

moth<:!r. 
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Table 4,2. Sibling rivalry scores of seven groups of 

positive regard towards father. 

----------- ----· ··---
Positive out.:;:oinr.; feelinG'S to father 

----- ---·----··-
0 1 2 3 lj 5 6 

- ---·-··--...... ,_ 

1 6 21.1. ,~ 

::> 1.3 50 17 
13 16 10 2lt- 16 13 24 

20 l~ 9 6 19 

8 Lt. 15 9 11 
21.~ 8 37 0 33 
19 11 0 12 21+ 

20 19 15 
16 35 2 

9 17 

7 

24 

13 
13 
10 

23 

-----· _____ ... ------
N h8 H 8 df 6 ~ ,3 ::: = ·- p 

""<\ f!7 

----- ---------------
There is no signi:fican.t difference in sibli.ng rivalry 

scores of groups expressing different positive regard towards 

!'ather. 

Negative outgoing feelings to either parent were too 

infrequent to permit analysis. 

Table 4,3o Distribution of negative outcoing feelings to 

(1) mother and (2) father. 

Score 

0 

1 

2 

3 
l.j 

N :c.:: 50 

.t.-

f ( 1) 

hl 

7 
2 

f ( 2) 

32 

13 
2 

2 

.]_ 

--~·------------·------·-
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Thus no sicnif'ic8.nt di.ffc,rcncrc'.s were .found in siblinc

rivalry scores associated \vith the child's attitude to 

either parent. 

5. Fanily composition. 

a. Sex diff'erencos in sib lint; rivalry scores. The 

1-Yann-llhi tney U 1'est was used to dcten:Jine ,,rhether tb.ere 

were differences in sibling rivalry scores for males and 

f'enw.le subject.s. 

See Table 5,1. 
The result is not significant, therefore the null 

hypothesis of no difference in sibling rivalry scores o.f 

boys and girls 'vas accepted. 

Ordinal position. The subjects were placed into 

three groups, io. oldest, middle or younc;est ch:ild, and 

the Krusl<:al -\'Jall:ls on0-1vay analysis o:f variance applied 

to the data. 

See Table 5,2. 
The null hypothesis was accepted, ie. sibling rivalry 

scores are not significantly different for children in 

different ordinal positions. 

c. Displacement. The:) Hann-Whitney U Test was used 

to test the hypothesis that displaced children will be 

sit,.;n:i.:f:Lcantly more rivalrous than those not displaced. 

The subjects were placed into two groups 9 those.with younger 

ie. oldest and middle children, and. tl10se Hitllout younger 

siblings. 

See Table 5~3· 

Subjects with younger siblings 1 ie. after displacement, 

have significantly higher rivalry scores than those with-

out younger siblings. 

., 
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· Table 5 t 1 ~ Sibling ri va1ry scores of. male and f'Gmale 

subjects. 

~w•~ ·--------·-

Boys Rank Girls Hank 
-~ .... __ .._. ____ .... 

2lt hls5 21-~ lJ-1,5 

9 J)t 17 31,5 

33 ~~- 5 6 8~5 

20 36,5 10 16~5 

0 1,5 16 29 

13 23 13 23 

5 7 50 lt-8 

2h l.j]_ " . ,, 6 8,5 
lj. 5,5 1 3 

9 lh 13 ;2 3 

15 26,5 0 1,5 

16 29 20 36,5 

37 47 8 11,5 

1+ 5,5 8 11?5 

19 34 2L1 J.u.,s 
11 18,5 24 hl,5 

15 26,5 17 31,5 

11 18,5 19 34 

19 34 2h hl~5 

2 h 13 23 

0 1,5 35 lt6 

9 1lt. 10 16,5 

13 23 23 38 

12 20 

1.6 29 

~------------- -----------
n2 -- 2f-"" -::> H 2 = 

z p -- ,?.8 

·----------

.. ... __ . ___ 
...,. __ .,_,..__, 

656 
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Table 5,2. Siblin~ rivalry scores of oldest, middle and 

y~ungcst children. 

Oldest Middle Youngest 
-·~--------·-----·----------- --- ----

Score 

-------
17 

10 

50 
24 

9 

19 

15 
24 

11 

19 

7 

13 
10 

33 
0 

Rank 

31,5 
1695 
48 
~~ 1 ~ 5 
11-t 

34 

26,5 

41,5 
18,5 
31t 

10 

23 
16,5 

h5 

1,5 

-·----------
R = '-402 1 

H = 4,91 df' = 2 

,• 

Score 

5 
13 

3'7 
20 

19 

35 
20 

12 

R - 2 l'J t:: 2- -/.,_) 

P L ~ .1o -· 

Rank 

23 
47 

3695 

34 
h6 

Score 

G 
16 

4 

6 

15 
1 

16 

13 
4 

0 

11 

8 

8 

2h 

2 

17 

24-

9 

13 
13 
23 

9 

16 

24 

Ran.k 

29 

5,5 
8,5 

26~5 

3 
29 

23 

5 ,'5 

18,5 

11,5 
11,5 

Ln' 5 

31$5 
Lu, 5 

1h 
23 
2J 

38 

14 
29 

hl,5 

L 
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Table 5,3. Siblin~ rivalry scores ot displaced and non-

·displaced subjects. 

Displace4 Non-displaced 

Score 

17 
10 

50 
2Lt. 

9 

19 

15 
2'-1· 

11 

19 

7 

1J 
10 

0 

33. 

24 

5 
13 

37 

20 

19 

35 
20 
12 

u ::: 182,5 

n 1 

z 

Rank 

31,5 
16»5 
48 

41,5 
14 

34 
26,5 
41 I) ' . 
18,5 
3l.j 

10 

23 
-16s5 

1?5 
45 

4-1' 5 
8,5 

23 
h7 

36,5 
34 
Lt-6 

36~5 

20 

= 69J~5 

-- 2,18 

Score 

6 

16 
h 

6 

15 
1 

16 

0 

11 

8 

8 

2 

17 

9 

13 

13 

23 

9 
16 

n :::: .2i· 2 - ... 

p = ,o1h6 

--~·--------------·----------

Hank 

26,5 

3 

29 
23 

5,5 

1s.5 
18,5 
11,5 

11,5 

L~ 1 '5 

23 

3 () u 

29 

R')::: .'+82t5 
..... 
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d. Family si;>;e. The Kruskal-Wallis on~ ;•·v ~ ·1 · ~ "' - ~ d J c.n a y s :L s 0 .'l 

variance was used to test ~or clJ~_v·f'0l'~n.ca.~, · · 1 ._l ~ ~ ~- :Ln r1va ry scores 

for 2, 3 and_ 4 child families. 

Sibling rivalry scores ~or three eroups of 

family size. 

-------------------------- ----····--· --·--

6 

10 

2'+ 
16 
2L~ 

2.4 

11 

19 

7 
13 

13 
13 

0 

9 
16 

3 
-----··---· 

21--1-

17 

5 

16 

13 

50 

9 
15 

1 

13 

37 
I+ 

19 

11 
8 
8 

19 

35 
23 

20 

3.3 

H elf -· 2 

6 

0 

20 

15 

2 

17 

9 
10 

12 

,50 

·---------~----------------

'fl111s tl1ere ~LS 11.0 sig .. ~rti~Cica11.t differences in sj_lJliTlt_;~ 

rivalry scores for cl:d.ldr0n :from 2, 3 and lt cllild :familic~. 

e & f. Spacing range and family density. The spacing range 

is defined as the difference in age betv.reen the youngest and 

oldest child i11 the fa:nily. FamiLy dcn.si ty is de:fined as 

the ra.t:Lo o.f s Dacint~ raugo to family size. Tho relationships 

between those variables MUd sibling rivalry were determined 

by using the Spearman n:t.nk corrcla t:Lon coc~F:ficicnt. 
,,. 
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Table Correlations of spacing range and family 

density with sibling rivalry scores. 

·---·---------- ---·--

Correlation coefficient 

~-------·--·-----·---------------·-----

Score 

Family density 

Spac in.g range 

Sibling rivalry 

~- 0,27 

.,. 0' 28 

( t'l-1'0 tailed) f'or both. 

r 
s 

A one-tailed test could be used because the hypothesis 

about spacing had a specified direction, in which case 

the correlations are significant at the 5% level. This 

1v-ould :Lnd.icate that rivalry is greater where the family is 

dense and the si~lings are closely spaced. 

g. Family sex composition. Same and mixed sex families, 

( . ·b-1 · i' ~·1e sa.·,ne ox· clJ~~fer.·cnt sox1'w~re J. & e. SJ ... 1ne; groupf.> o · l;! . . _ -~ 

compared to see if there was a significant difference in 

rivalry scores. 
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Table 5,6. Sibling rivnlry scores of same and mixed-

sox sibling groups. 

-~-·--

Score Rank 

21+ lt195 

13 23 

50 h8 
21~. hl,5 

9 lh 
11 18~5 

8 11,5 

2l~ 1.11 t 5 
21+ 41$5 

11 18,5 

19 34 

13 23 
0 ]_lj. 
./ 

16 29 

{<' 

i•iixed-s ex 
-----·---------·------

Score Rank 

17 
t:' 
::> 

6 

10 

16 
1-t-

6 

15 
1 

16 

13 

37 
Ll-

19 

0 

20 

15 
8 

2 

17 

7 
19 
2h 

9 
13 

35 
13 
10 
23 

0 

20 

33 
12 
211 

------·-·-· ----------· 
31,5 

7 

8,5 
, 6 t' 
..1.. ~ .:.> 

29 

3 
29 

23 

5,5 
3h 

1,5 

36,5 

26,5 

11,5 
l~ 

31,5 
10 

·34 

23 
46 

23 
16,5 
38 
1,5 

3695 
l.j. 5 

20 

Ln ,5 

n.J := 11-t. p - 399,5 n2 ::: JLf. R2 ::: 7('()P5 
· u _ ~Ri!s z = 1,2s P = ~2o 
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This result ind~cates that there is no ~ieni~icant 

difference in siblinG rivalry scores :Cor same or mixed-sex 

familiese 

6. Negative attitudes towards siblings, as measured by 

the l"ami ly Rela ti. ons Test. 

Table 6. Distribution of the range of negati~e outgoing 

feelings to siblings e 

·---------· ---------····------ ·---·-----
Score 

3 
2 

1 

0 

:t-1edian ==. 2 

f 

1 

6 

7 

~-

7 

15 
12 

19 

28 ·--
N __ =99 -------·----

7. Negative attitudes towards siblincs and sibling 

characteristics. 

As the Family Relations Test provides a measure 

of the subjects negative feelings.to each of his siblincrs, 

it is possible to test for differences in hostility 

associated with sibling characteristics. 

a. Position o:f sibling. Position is defined simply in 

terms of being older or young~r than the subject. The x2 

test \-las used to determine ,,,hether there is a Edgnificant 

difference :l.n the amount of hostility felt towards older 

and youne;er siblings •. One case was ommi tted because tlwre 

was no information on the age of the siblings. 

,·· 
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Table 7fl. Negative attitudes and position of sibling. 

Position of sibling 

r 
• 
~ 
' 

Negative 

outgoing 

feelings 

to sibling. 

3,h,5 11 12 ~-l--
!-0-$_1_,_2~1-----, 19 ·--t---~-

1_3~-----+ ___ 9~--· I 

t '-·---
62 

2 X ::: 3,19 df = 2 

p ~ ,30 

------------------------------------------------·--------------
The result indicates that there is no sicnificant 

differonce in the amount of hostility felt towards older 

and yo~u1ger siblings. 

b. Sex of sibJ.ings. The x2 
test •·•as used to determin.e 

whether the number of negative attitudes held towards 

siblings is related to the sex of tbe~5eX of the siblings. 

Table 7,2. Negative attitudes and sex of siblinga. 

Sex of sibling 
--------.....--· 

1-!ale Female 

-.,...----!------·------ -------------
Negative 

outgo.ing 

feeJings 

x2 = 17, I{ 7 

p ~ '001 

8 

9 
2.1 

df ::: 3 

5 13 
,.., 
~ 11. 

6 27 

31 lj 7 

4L~ 98 

The result in.dic:-:1.tos that nt~gativc f'cclings tm,·arrl.s 

siblings are rcla ted to the Gcx o.l' the sibling w:i. til a . . 
significantly l1igher proportibn of nccativc attitudes 

~~-- ----· 
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.beinG directed towards male siblings. 

c~ Position and sex of sibling. Table 7,2 sho,.,rs that 

si::;nit'icantly more negative f'eelings are directed to>vards 

brothers than sisters. The Mann-Whitney U Test was used 

to determine whether this difference exists regardless o£ 

the position or the siblinG and the sex or the subject. 

The data has been analysed separately for male and female 

subjects with their older and younger siblings. 

Table 7,J. Negative attitudes of female subjects towards 

their younger brothers and sisters~ 

·------------·--------- ------
Male 

Score Hank 

3 10,5 

J 10,5 

3 10,5 
4 13,5 
1 6~5 

5 15 

0 J 

n 1 = 7 
u = 21,5 

Female 

Score Rank 

·------·------·------------
6 

1 

3 
4 
0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

n2 = 9 

16 

6,5 
10,5 

13,5 

3 

J 
8 

J __ ....] __ _ 
.R 2 :::: 66,5 

·----------··-
This result indicates that there is no significant 

dift'eronce in negative attitudes of girls towards their 

younger brothers and sisters. 
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Table 7,4. Negative attitudes of female subjects towards 

their older brothers and sisters. 

Score 

-~-----· 

3 
1 

0 

0 

8 

4 

0 

5 
2 

4 

5 
0 

6 

l 

2 

4· 

0 

2 

6 

2 

7 
2 

= 22 

·- 91,5 

------------·--------·------··-----~---- ... -· --.---·~ 

l'Jalf~ 

Hank 

21+ ~ 5 

lL~, 5 

6 

6 

35 

27 

6 

29,5 

20,5 

27 

29,5 

6 

31,5 

14,5 
20,5 

27 

6 

20,5 

31~5 

20,5 

33,5 
20,5 

R1 = lt57,5 
Z = 2rll~ 

Score 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

3 

7 
0 

0 

1 

2. 

Female 

Rank 

J)~ '5 
1 1l 9 5 

6 

6 

6 

24t5 

lh,5 
20,5 

n = 13 R~ = 172,5 "2 ~ 

p = ,032~ (two-tailed) 

'I'his result indicates that girls hold significantly 

more negative attitudes towards older brothers than towards 

older sisters. 

,' 



Table 7,5. Nog·ativo attitudes of 1nale subjects tO\-;ards 

their younger brother:_; and sis tors. 

' l 
' ' 

' 

----------·--- ----····-· 

Scoro 

------
6 

2 

7 
3 
2 

1 

1 

3 
0 

4 

n1 ::: 10 

u = 27~5 

Female 

Rank Score 

-------- -----~--~--------

17 

10,5 

18,5 

13,5 
10,5 

7,5 
~· r:: 
I ' :J 

13,5 

3 

16 

-------· 
R1 :::·117,5 

p ) ,10 

3 
1 
.L 

7 

0 

J 
0 

0 

1 

0 

11 = 9 2 

-----··- ---· - .. 

{9 

Rank 

18,5 

3 

3 

J 

3 

This result indicates that there is ;·w sigrd.fi.cant 

difference in negative attitudes of boys towards their 

younger brothers and sisters • 

.. 

l 
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~able . 7s6• Ncg~tive attitudes of male subjects towards 

their older brothers and sisters. 

Male 

Score Hank 

7 26,5 

3 19 

6 2h 

0 5 
2 17 
1 12,5 

1 12~5 

2 17 
6 24 

2 17 
1 ].;.?. ' 5 

4 20s5 

1 12,5 

5 22 

-----.... ~-

111 - l!.t Hl :::: 2lt2 

u = ~~ 5 z = 2,29 

------------· 

Score 

It 

0 

7 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

1 

0 

0 

Female 

R.ank 

·------------···· 
20,5 

5 
26,5 

12,5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

12,5 

5 

5 

-------·---
112 :::: 13 

p ::: ,022 

H.,) = 136 
"-

( hw-ta:Lled.) 

This result indicates that boys hold sicni:ficantly 

more negative attitudes towards older brothers than older 

sisters. 

In sum, there is no relationship between negative 

attitudes and sex of siblinc when the siblinG is younger than 

the subject but there is a sisnificant difFerence in negative 

attitudes towards older brothers and sisters with more 

negative attitu~es felttowards older. male siblings by both 

male and female subj•'?cts. 

d. Spacin~. A 2 x 3 contingency table was drawn up 

representing lo'"? intermcdi<:~te ancl high degrees of hostility 

(neGative feeling·s) and spacinc; o"£' less and 1:1ore than 

four years behv(HW the subject and his sibl.inc-. 

,<· 
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Table '7,7. Nag:=ttive a.ttituucs and spacing-. 

----- --------------------- ----
SJ)Ctcinr; 

·-----·------r-~---··--~-·--__...:.- . --------~-------·----

1 13 - ~ 8 mo h9 + mo 

-r-----· 
Neeative 
feelings 

sibling 

6' 7' 8 l 10 . 

_;~~-5. [- 19 ~- ---~-_-_-J_·~~~-----~-----22- --!-~· 

0,1,2 l 27 22 

r-·-;-6 -J ____ 2-9 ~~- 85 ___ ___,___.___...,_.. 

X
2 

-- 6 61 ' 
d:f :::: 2 ...... / ,o~ 

1:-' ~ _., 

~~----------------------------------------· -------------------------·------
Those cases \vhere the exact age of the siblings 1,ras 

not given were ommitted from this analysis. The result 

indicates that negative attitudes are significantly 

related t6 spacin~ with a greater proportion of intermediate 

and high negative feelings where the age difference 

between subjects and sibling is four years or less • 

. • 
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The distribution of sibling rivalry scores (Table 1) 
suggests that in this sample there is little or no 

extreme jealousy. The highest score recorded is 50 while 

the maximum is 96. The finding of mainly low or moderate 

levels of jealousy is in accordance with that of Shepherd 

et al (1971) who found low and moderate levels of jealousy 

in over 90% of their sample of five ye~r olds. As the 

present measure is not standardized it is impossible to 

say whether the highest scores obtained do represent 

extreme levels of jealousy or whether it is absent for 

this sample. The sample differs in one obvious respect 

from the Shepherd survey in that the children all came 

from middle-class homes rather than representing a cross

section of social class. If there are differences in the 

distribution of rivalry scores possibly this variable 

may account for it. 

The distribution of the negative feelings of the 

subjects towards their siblings, (Table 6) is also 

positively skeHed, indicating that most subjects feel 

little or moderate amounts of hostility for their siblings, 

as measured by the Family Relations Teste This data has 

been included in the analysis because it is felt to be 

relevant to sibl~ng rivalry. In the introduct~on it was 

stated that jealousy is presumed to produce hostile and 

comp<~titive attitudes >..rhich may or may not be manifested 

directly in behaviour and that sibling rivalry can be 

measured in terms of these attitudes. The Family Relations 

Test category of negative outgoing feelings to siblings, 

constitutes such a measure. 

Bene and Anthony (1957) present data in the test 

manual on the outeoing negative feelings o£ fourteen 

children who had been referred for sibling jealousy. 

The form of the test for older children was used and the 

number of hostile· items givc~n to the sibling mentioned 

in the complaint (8s07 per sibling) is much greater than 

the number e;iven to other sil>lin,r;s (l,LJ9 per sibling). 

\·{hen the }iann-Whitney ·u Test is applied to their data it 

is found that sir;·nifiC<'Ultly .!>lOre ner_;at:i.vo outc;o:i.ng :feeJ.in,s-s 

C\1~8 c;iven to the 11 J.~i val If sib line; 
•' 

than to othc:c sib~.inc;s. 

( u = 7-~5 z - ),, ,8 p {: ~0001. ) 
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Thus it is fel (; that tile m::::la.sure of negative out

goin.:; :feel:Ln.c;s to siblinc,-s provides f'urther informn tion 

about siblin~ rivalry. 

The results su~gest that there is no significant 

relationship between siblinc rivalry scores and maternal 

over-protE~ction. as measured on the NPAS (see Table 2). 

Thus the prediction of a siGnificant positive relationship 

between these variables (hypothesis I ) is not supported. 

TJ-Jis hypothesis w·a,s based on tJJe assumpLion tha.t jealousy 

arises out of frustrated dependency needs and that maternal 

over-protection produces dependency in the child. I:f these 

resultshold generally then the lack of relationship in

dicates either that tho origin of jealousy is not the rtesire 

for dependency rewards or that maternal over-protection 

is not related to dependency. 

The present result is contrary to the early findings 

of Sewall (1930) and Levy (1937) that children of over

protective mothers are more likely to be jealous, but 

the. studies are not directly comparable. The methods of 

assessment of maternal attitudes differ, ie. a questionnaire 

and clinical ju0gement. In addition they focus on the 

immediate reaction to a new baby amd it is quite possible 

that the immediate reaction to a disruption of a bond 

with an over-protective mother may be extremely traumatic. 

Ho,.,rever the present study Hou.ld suggest that the HlO ther 1 s 

attitude does not have a lasting effect on the ~ibling 

relationship. 

The correlations of sibling rivalry scores with the 

other maternal attitudes measured on the MPAS were also 

no~ significant (see Table 2). Thus the present finding 

is that maternal rejection, indulgence and disciplinarian 

attitudes are not related to sibling rivalry. This sugc;ests 

that the mother 1 s chilc'l-reari:ng- a ttj_ tudes ( presumc:.bly 

reflected in her practices ) do not determine the degree 

of sibling jealousy in her child. However the f·lPAS gi \'"G s a 

global assessment of atti tudeE;, ie. Cloes not measure the 

mother's attitude and hchaviour to any one child. 

,• 
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Lasko.(195lt) propose~• that the mothe:r.''s <~motional 

relationship Hith particular children may differ althoug-h 

her child-rearing practices arc constant for all. Possibly 

an assessment of the mother's relationship with each of 

her children, eg. indicatinc preferences, etc. might yield 

interestinG res~lts. In addition it must be noted that 

this saP1ple has not tapped extreme attitudes, eg. deprivation 

or extreme over·-pro tee tion. Possibly a relationsldp may 

exist between maternal attitudes and jealousy when extreme 

cases are considered. 

No difference was found in sibling rivalry scores 

associated with perceived positive regard of parents as 

measured on the Family Relations Test, ie. '"hether the child 

thought he was well or little-liked by eitl1er parent (see 

Table 3,1 and 3 9 3). This result fails to support hypothe

sis IIr that the child will be most rivalrous when he 

perceives himselE as receiving little positive regard 

from his parents. This hypothesis was based on assumption 

that the object of jealousy is parental regard or warmth 

and that where the child's needs are not met, ie. if he 

sees himseli' receiving fe'" pos:Lti ve feelings, jealousy 

of the rival sibling will be aroused. However the results 

suggest that sibling rivalry is not related to present 

receipt of parental warmth. This would indicate that the 

child is desire for dopenclency re'"ards is not thq stimulus 

for present sibling rivalry although it does not discount 

it as being the original cause. 

The present results (Tables Js 2 and 3,4) also suggest 

that sibling rivalry is not related to perceived negative 

regard from parentss ie. to what extent the child thought 

he was disliked by either parent. The relation of negative 

parental regard to sibling rivalry may be seen as a corollary 

of hypothesis II. Thus this finding provides some support 

for the previous result and conclusiorts. 

The results presented in Tables ~,1 and 4,2 suggest 

that siblin~ rivalry is not related to the streneth of the 

child's stated regard for his parents. It might be argued 

that if' parental h'armth etc is the ma±n concern of the 

jealous child than the child's like or dislike of his 

parents Hould be re1a.t.ed to the amount of jealou;->y n.risin;.:;·. 

It is interestine to note that overall, very little ho~til~ty 
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is directed to aither parent, particularly to the mother, 

lTable 4,J), One wonders whether this is a true reflection 

of the child's feelings or represents the operation of 

defenses which are not overcome by this measuring instrument. 

Such dE~fensc~s 1night be operating because the expression 

of hostility towards parents arouses guilt feelings in the 

child. In that case the proposition that hostility is 

redirected elsewhere, eg. to siblings, receives support. 

Hypothesis III that the displaced child will be more 

rivalrous than the child without younger siblings is 

supported by the results (Table 5,3). This suggests that 

the presence of younger siblings is related to the arousal 

of jealousy. The sibling relationship questionnaire does 

not measure direction so it is not clear whether the fact 

of displacement influences the direction of rivalry, ie. 

'\vhen displaced the child may become more rivalrous t01v-ards 

any or all of his siblings. The relationship between 

displacement and rivalry is seen as arising out of the 

disruption of the mother-child relationship and the intro-

duction of an.other person \vith ,,,hom the parents 1 time and 

attention rrust be shared, and who requires particular care 

because of his early needs. This sug~ests that the origin 

of jealousy is the lessening or threatened loss of parental 

nurturance and ivarmth~ It must also be remembered that a 

younger siblincr produces particular annoyances for the elder~ 

apart from his claims on the parents. He damages property 

(Orbach 1966) and tells tales (Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg 

1965), botb being frustratin~· a.cts thrf-'atening the older 

child's status. 

Siblinc rivalry scores were not si~nificantly different 

f'or the children in ciiff'eront ordinal positions ('rab.lc ),~2). 

I 
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This suggests that first-born are no more rivalrou5 than 

middle or younger children. 

The apparant contrndiction in displacement and. 

ordinal position effects is clue to the f'act that tho 

displaced child may be either ~irst or middle-born. It is 

1vhen these categories (ie. olrlest and mid(Ue child) are 

coniliined that the sibling rivalry scores are significantly 

dif !'c~rent from the scores o:C the last-born. The brea.k-do,vn 

into three ordinal sroups was carried out to achieve greater 

clarity concerning these results. In fact middle-born 

children had the hichest mean rivalry score 5 although not 

significantly so. This means that although displacement 

seems to increase· rivalry there is no significant increase 

in jealousy for the most dependent child (ie. the first

born who have been found to be more dependent than later 

born a.s discussed in the introduction, eg. Harren 1966) 

If this is generally true, it seems to indicate that dis

placement and the presence of younger siblings is stressful 

and tends to arouse jealousy despite the strength of the 

child's dependency needs. The oldest and middle child 

have to make an adapt~tion which is never necessary for 

the young_est \vl-w has an older sibling from the beginning. 

The trend to higher rivalry for the middle child su5gests 

that tho combined frustrations arising from interaction 

with older and younger siblings and the disruption of the 

mother-ehilcl tie 1 may be more relevant to the development 

of jealousy than strength o:f dependency. Alternatively in 

this sample the strength of dependency may not differ 

greatly with ordinal position~ It would be interesting to 

see whether ordinal position differences in sibling rivalry 

are found in a rnore representative sample. 

No significant differences was found in the amount of 

hostility directed towards older and younger siblin~s, as 

measured by the Family Relations Test (Table 7
1

1 ). It \vas 
not possible to directly compare sibling rivn.lry scores tvith 

the cllild's negati~e attitudes tow~rds siblincs, but this 

resu.l t suggests that al thou{;h the displaced child seems to 

I 
1 ,_ 
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. be more rivalrous, liis jealousy i::> not necessarily clir0cted 

towards his younger sibling. If it was,then there should 

be significantly more hostility expressed to younger rather 

than older children. However this point needs further 

clarification. 

Thc::re is a trend towards greater ri·valry 1d1en the 

family is dense and the children closely spaced (Table 595) 
The corrGln.tions are small, and significant only vhen a 

ono-tailed test • 1 
lS USeCto Thus the hypothesis IV predictinc; 

less rivalry at the wider spacings receives tentative 

support. It is assumed that high_density represents a 

situation where new siblings are introduced while the older 

child is still highly dependent on tl1e mother 9 and that when 

closely spaced there is more contact, and opportunity for 

friction and competition over scarce resources. 

The results also suggest that the child's hostility 

towards siblings (measured on the Family Relations Test) 

is greater when the sibling is four years or less, distant 

from the.s11bject (Table 7,7). This lends some support to 

the trend outlined above. Thus, in this sample 9 significantly 

less hostility was shown to babies under a year old and to 

siblings approximately nine years and older, than to sib

lings nearer in age to the subject. Th.:Ls result is in 
{{! 

general agreement with the findings of BenB and Anthony 

(1957) and Sears (1951) who found that little o~ no hostility 

was directed to the baby figures and Helen Koch's (1956) 
i:'inding that in most cases the child 1vi th a sib ling 2 - lt 

years distant shows the most jealousye 

It s Gems i:'rom the presGnt results that there is no 

sex difference in sibling rivalry scores, ie. boys and girls 

are equally jealous (Table 5fl). Several writers state that 

girls are more likely to feel jealousr eg. Rogers (1969). 
Shepherd et al (1971) found that 5 year old girls ~how more 

treme jea~ousy than boy~8% vs 6%) but there is no indication 

'"bether this result is statistically si;:;ni:ficant. There is 

no theoretical ·premise 1vhich would _suggest greater Jealousy 

for either sex, ie. this result is congruent with theory. 

ex-
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The finding of no difference in rivalry scores for 

same or mixed-sex sibling groups (Table 5~6) sugc-ests that 

rivalry is not related to the Oedipal situation. An 

explanation of jealousy in terms of the Oedipal situation 

would lead to an expectation of greater rivalry amonc

same-sex sihlin.gs '"hich is not supported by these results. 

Table 7 ~ 2 shows that male siblings received sie·n:iJicantly 

more negative feelinffS than fe~ale siblings, suggesting 

that chilclr(~n fe8l more jealous o:f brothers than of sisters, 

The further analysis of this data (Tables 7~3 7,4 7,5 
suggests that if the sibling is younger,then sex does not 

affect the amount of hostility felt towards him or her but 

if the sibling is older it is the older brother who is 

most dislik.ed. From this analysis it appears that the 

characteristics of the siblinG may be an important factor 

in determining the direction and intensity o:f :jealousy. 

I:f these :findings are generally true, then one can speculate 

on their meaninge It seems likely that hostility is felt 

equally to youn~er brothers and sisters because they re

present a threat to the child 1 s relationship with the mother 

and present annoyances to the older child in terms or un-

controlled behaviour etc, regardless of their sex. l'ihen 

the sibling is older, he or she is probably no longer 

regarded a~, a competitor :for the mother's nurturance ;:u1cl 

1varmth. The subject 9 heine; younG'E:::r, probably receives more 

of these than the older child. It apnears that the sex of 

the siblinr; :i.s the main correlate of hostility Hh<~n the 

sibling is older than the child. This could be viewed in 

terms of the status and power of the sibling and his ability 

to cause Yrustration, ie. the older brother is resented 

more than the older sister b~cause he has more power and 

is more likely to frustratp the youn[~·er child. 

One must b<"? wa.ry o:f generalisin[~' .Crom these results 

because "the validity of th.o mGasurint; instJ:-uments muc;ht be 

questioned, it is not a f'uJ.ly reprr~sentative samp1ef anc.l 

th(} mor0) extreme reat.Lons have been eliminated. Ther'";fore 

some of ti-JC hypothc~.es not ~:;up ported by these results are 

not necessarily totally rejected in n1ore universal terms. 
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It must also be noted that this study 0oes not focus on 

the immediate reation. to the birth of a sibling but is 

conceraed 1vith later rivalry~. ·~·.hich way be recarded as a 

more stable attitude. 

If one assumes that the present results are more 

generally valid then one can speculate on their significance 

for an undertanding of siblin~ rivalry. The idea that 

jealousy 2.rises because of the disruption of the inother·~ 

child bond and the frustration of dependency needs, receives 

support from tho finding that the displaced child is more 

more rivalrous and that spacing is related to hostility 

and rivalry. However. this fornrulation implies that there 

Hill be more rivalry ,.,-i th a younger sibling, Hhich the 

present results do not support. 

Present rivalry does not appear to be mediated by 

concern with parents because the child's feelings towards 

his parents and their attitudes towards him ~nd about 

child-re~ring are not related to sibling rivalry sco~es. 

It ;.;ould seem that frustrations inherent in sibling 

interaction~ ie. related to the characterist~cs of each 

child and their common needs, interests and activiti(,~s, 

must be considered. 

Erickson's (1968) idea of two types of rivalry, ie. 

of younger and older :=>iblings 7 seems to fit these results., 

Rivalry of youneer siblings seems to have its o,rigin in 

frustration of dependency needs and the desire for the 

exclusive love and attention of the parentsr ie. keeping 

rivals out. But even here, direct sibling interac·tion m<:ly 

contribute to the dGvelopment of conflict. ·"Anticipatory 

rivalry" of older siblings appears to involve concern 

over power; status and achievement with the most powerful 

and frustrating agent evoking the most jealousy. 

Referring back to the two models of sibling interaction 

discussed in tlle introdnction, one may a.rgue that the child's 

concern with his parents~ especially competition for nur

turance aruJ 1-,rarmth, i.e:; tho oricinal instigator of sibLi.ne:; 

rivalry~ particularly for the c1ispJ.aced child. Ho\vever, 

later rivalry appears to be sustained by direct interaction 

between siblings 9 which will be related to the characteristics 

of' the children involved. 

7 
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Conclu$ions. 

1. Present rivalry is not related to the parent's attitude 

to the cbild, to the child 1 s perceptions of p<•.r.ent' s 

attitudes toHctrd.s him, or to his attitude to,·.'arc~s his 

parents. 

2. The displaced child is more rivalrous than the child 

without younger siblin~s. 

3. When the child has a sibling four years or less, ·distant 

from him, he feels more hostile towards him than if the 

age gap is wider. 

4. Children feel more hostile towards brothers than 

towards sisters~ particularly if the sibling is older than 

the childo 

This is an exploratory study and although the 

results support certain of the hypotheses and can b0 

assimilated into an explanatory framework, further research 

~ill be necessary to clarify any of the propositions herci~. 
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APPENDIX A. 

fo<" 
....... ·~ ·~- ---· - ·. ··-·- --. 

Below are presented 95 pairs of statements on attitudes to·Hard 
child rea:rine. Your task is to choose ONE of the pair (A or B) that 
MQ_[S represents your attitude 1 and place a circle a.rovnd the letter 
"[A or :B) that proceetls that statenent. · · : · · · · · ·.. · · J 

Thus: @ Pa:rents should like their children · 
9·-,\ . , E. Parents frequently find children a hurden. 

·".(_Note that in sone cases it will. seen that both represent the 11ay you 

>:·. 

· feel; while, on other occasions, neither represents your point of view e 

In both cases, horleYE:r, you are to cb.oose the one that MOsr represents 
your point of view. As this is sonetines difficult to do-;·the best way 
to proceed is to put dotm. your first reaction. Please pick one from 
each of the pairs. 

1 f'?:l Parents knovr Ylha;t is good for their children •. 
'1(. A eood leather 8t:rap r.1akes children respect parents. 

2 (y Parents shou.lcl c;i ve sone explanations Ylhy children shou~d do some 
~ things ancl not do others" , 

B. Children shm.ud never be allonod to break a rule mthout being 
punished. 

3. A~ Parents do nuch for their children Yrith no thanks in return. 
@ Children sho'l.lld have jobs. that they do without beinG ;reninded .. 

4 .. A.~ Parents should sacrifice everythinG for their child:ren .. 
. (~ Children should obey their parents o 

5. {i:~ Children should follo-rr the rules their parents put dmm. 
)3'. Children shoulcl not interfere with tpeir parents 1 night outo 

6, @ Parents shotu.d vratch their children all the tine to keep them 
/ fron cettinc hurt. 
B .. Children who always obey {S.t:ow up _to be the best aU.ults. 

7 .. A. Children should never be allowed to anm1er back to their parentse 
<Jl.L P~ents should go with their children to t!1e places they want to go. 

8. ll.. Children should lem·n to keep their place. 
· (JD Children should be required to consult their parents before IJaking 

any important decisions. 

9$@ Quiet, well-behaved children llill develop into the best type of 
· grov?n-ups. . 
B. Parents should pick up tbeir child t s toys if he doesn tt uant to do 

it hir:J.self. 

10. A. Parents should do thines for their child:ren, 
(~ A child·' s life should be as pleasant as possible .. 

·n.(4'. Watching television keeps children out of the nay~ 
B. Children should never be allor;ed to ansuer back to thir parents. 

12. A. Personal untidiness is a revolt a{;ainst authority so parents should 
/~ -take the natter in hand. · . 
(B·/ A goocl child alrrays asks pernission before he does anything so he 
-' doesn't get into t:eouble~ . 
""-"\ 

13.( p,_:l Sometimes children nuke a parGnt so f·ur:i.ous thai.~ they lose the5.r tempera -, 
':S: Parant s should do thin[~S for their children. 
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14.@ Children shouJ.d be taught to follo·;v the rules of the ga1ne. 
l.l. A child 1 s life should be as pleasant as possible • 

. 15. J., -Parents shou~d e:;ive their children whatever tho children vmnt. 
!ii Many parents nonder -if it is north beinc a parent. 

16e ~·A chilcl 1 s life should beas pleasant as possible. 
(19 Sor.1etir:1es children nake their pa-rents so furious that they lose 

their tenper. 

Chilclren should not tell anyone their problerus except their 
parents. 

B. Children should play nherever they feel like in the houseo 

18. A. A c-ood. fon:1 of cd.scipline is to r:1ake a chilcl do nithout the 
thin:.w he reall v rre.nt s. 

(~ Children shoulcl" do rthat they are told without are;ui11.,c;. 

19. A. Children should be taken to ancl fron school to make sure there · 
,.--- are no c.ccidents. 

· 13_, Children \i!ho alrrays obey [:;r.0\1 up to be the best adults. 

20. A. l!Iany pe.:r:·ents woncler if j_t is worth bcdn[; a parent. 
® Chi1c1.ren should bo required to consult their parents before 

nakiD{i any decis:i.ons. 

21. A. If a child doesn1 t like a particular foods he should be nade to 
;(] eat it. 
l!?) Children should have lots of Gifts and toys. 

22. A. ChilJ.ren should play wherever they feel like in the house. c; Good children are generally those \'lho keep out of their parents I 
way. 

23. A. Children never vohmteer to do anything around the house. 
@ Parents shoulcl pick up their child's toys if he cloesn 1 t want to 

do it hinsHf. 

24 .(j__.i Good chilclren are generally those who keep out of their parents 1 

nay. 
}3. Children shm.lld not ue allN.red to })lay in the livi.nc :.coon •. 

· 25.(};)1:iodern children ansticr back to their parents too ouch, 
B. Child.ren shou~d be required to consult their parents before 

:r:Ktkints any cleci sions. 

26fA) Parents should make it thir business to 1mol7 everything their 
. "-,.··· children arc thinking. 

13. Children never volun-beer to do any ~rork around the house. 

27 .{J.-Children shoulc-:. coDe il!u-.1ediately ·;;hen their p~ents call, 
n. Parents should c;ive surprise treats for thoir chilCJ.ren. 

28~<{\") Good pn:rents overlook their children's shortcowinc;s. 
B. \latchi:r.t, televj_sion keeps children out of the ~my. 

29.@ Parents should natch their children all ~he tine to keep them froo 
e;ett inc hm:·t • 

13. 1~ child should never bo forced to do anything he cloesn't \7ant to doo 

30. A. Television keeps child.-ren out of the vmy e 

~;The nost important thine to teach child.ren is discipline. 

31. {f;) Children should do rrhat they are told \li thout £l.rcuinc. 
B. Pa:rents 1!'-.noY/ hon ~:mel; .. a chile.!. needs to eat to stay hcql tJ:w. 

32. A. Telc~vision keeps children out of the uay. 
@J A child needs sobeone to I!1'lke u.ech1ions for hit1~ 
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33o@Modern children answer back to theix' parents too nuch. 
]. Parents should play rrith their child:ren if there are no children 

about to play rrith then. 

34 .(y Good children are scnerally those r1ho keep. out of their parents' 
vay. 

B. Parents should pick up their child's toys if he doesn't want to 
do it hinself. 

35. A. Parents should see to it that their children do not learn bad habits 
~,· fron others. 
~} Goocl p<.l.Tonts shor: their chHdren rrhenever they can that they love then. 

36. A. PaTents shouldn't let thoi:r. children tie then dmm. 
Q2) Modern children ansrTG:r b2.cl.c to their parents too ouch. 

37 .{i) Chilclren Y:ho clestroy ar.y property shoulcl be severely punished• 
Il. Children co.nnot ;:1ake juclcenents very Yrell for themselves. 

38. )~~ I':1ost parents a:r.·e ~celieved. •:;hen their children fin2lly f!,O to sleep.· 
',_~_.i Parents should hicle clancerous objects fron their children. 

39. L, Children should not be allorrecl. to play in the living roon. 
®Children should play uherever they feel like in the house. 

40.Q0 Parents should give surprise treats fro their children. 
J3. HoBt parents are Telievecl y;hen their childxen finally go to sleep. 

4L A. Chi1c1ren should be taken to and fron school to nake sure there are 
·-· no accic1ent s ~ 

(B)Parents should clean up after their children. 

42. A. Chilclren me be~>t uhen they are asleep. 
(]3) Personal unticliness is a revolt ac;2.inst authority so parents should 

take the natter in hand. 

. (/~ 
43. ~)The earlier the child is toilet train6"d. the better. 

B. 1>. child needs soneone to nake juclce;.-.1ents for hin. 

44. (f;) ·watching television keeps chilclTen out of the nay. 
B. Parents nhoulcl acconpany their children to the places they go. 

45. -'l~~- The earlier the child is toilet trained the better. 
:B~ Good parents overlook their chilclrent s shortconinc;s. 

46. {f;.) Parent G shoulcl clean up after thier children. 
:B. Children need. their natural :cleanness tal::en out of ther:1. 

~'"' 
47 .l~.J Parents shoulcl give st:rprise treats for thir children. 

B. Parents should hide dancerous objects fron their children. 

48. A. Host parenh> a:ce relieved nhen their children finally go to sleep. 
~) Children shou~d cone i;:u:1ed.iately r;hen their parents call. 

49. L. Children vho lie should ahrays be spankec1 .• · ~9 ChildrGl: ~hou.lcl be required to consult their parents before r:~aking 
any cleclslons. 

50. A.. Sometines children just seen nasty. 
(~) Parents should see to it that their children do not learn bad habits 

fron others. 

51{j) Pu..n.:i.shment should be fc:dr and fit the crine. 
Il. Parents shou1cl feel o;reat love for their chil<lren. 

52. A. Pm.:ents should buy the best thincs for thb:tx ehildren .. 
(B-:1 Children a:r:o best vhen they are o.slo.ep o 
£/ 

.I 
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53(~) Chilclxen should l)e req_u:Lred .. to consult their :po:rents before rnaking 
any d.ecisions. 

B. Pn:rents should Give thGir chHclren whateve:t• the children Hantc 

54. Q~) P~ents shouJ.d have time for outsicl.e activities. 
B. PunJshr:10nt should be fair and fit the crine. 

55. A. Children should not be allo\ied to play in the livirJG roon. 
(f) Children should. not tell w.yone their problcns except their 

parents. 

56. A. It secns that children get creat J!leasm:e out of disobeying their 
elder;:;, 

(il Parcmts shoul<l Hatch their children all the tir1.e to keep theiD. 
fro;.1 Gettinc hurt. 

57. A. Person:1l untiC-inc;:c:s ir~ a revolt ac;o.inst authority so parents 
. should take the natter in h::md. 
(j] Parents sho'Jld buy the best thill{~s for thGir children~ 

r.-... 
58.(/_:,: Children sho11lcl learn to keep their plnce. 

B. Goocl. pnrcntr:: overlook their children's shortcomncs. 

59. A. Parents should acconpany their children to the places that they 
nant to co. · 

~iGood parents overlook: their chil<lrent s shortcor:tirlGS. 

60. A. Chi1dren c.lo many thine::c just to torncnt their parents. 
(]) Pm·ents shouJ.d insist that everyone of their comnands be obeyed, 

61. ®-Children shotJld cone inmediatoly \ihen their parents calL 
B. Parents should hide cl8..:t1.[;erous objects froa their chilJ.ren. 

'' 

62. A. Children J.o nany thincs just to tornont a parent. 
~ Children shoQld be protected fron upsetting experience~. 

63. A. Children Yiho lie shoulcl ah'ays be spankecl. 
(!!;' Pa.rents shoulcl [>i ve their chilclren whc;,t ever the children uant. 

64.(9 A c:b~lcl should never 1)e forced to do anythin& he does not nant 
to Llo. 

_B. It seens that children cet creat pleasure out of disobeyil').G their 
elders. 

65. l1. PEt.rcnts shoulcl keep a night light on for their children. 
--·~ (J2_.· Parents live at:::ain in their chil<lren. 

66. A. Soi:letir:1es chiJ.clren nake parents so furious that they lose their 
tenpc:r. 

(~ Chil<lron should bo taught to follo\7 the rvles of the garJeo 

67. A. Poronts shoulcl insist that every O::J.e of thnir COL'l1Jill1Cls be obeyed. 

G.--J3l Children Gl:10Qlcl be protected fron upsetting experiences~ 
-/ 

6s(jc) Good children ill:'e generally those who keep out of thei:r parents' 
Yiay. 

:B. Children shoQl(l, not tell anyone their problens except their 
parents. 

69.(}~ Ch:Llclr(m who destroy rroper-ty should be severely punished. 
B. Children's 1:1eo.ls shouJ.ci. abmy~ be ready for then rthen they COL'le 

h?Qe froD plo.y or school. 

70. J\. 
( :8) 
-~ 

Parents sbould frequently sm.-prise their children with r;ifts. 
A good form of discipline is to :r.1alce children clo without the 
thinc;s that they really na~t. 

. !. 
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71.{i) Chiltlrcn should derJend on their parents. 
B. P~ents should play ni th their children if there are no children 

·about for them to play :.:rith. 

72 .([) M:.--my parents \"iOnd.or if it io 110rth beinG a parent. 
B. Children \Iho lie oholJ~cl al1mys 1Je spanked. 

73. (£) Ql,_iet, uell bohavecl chilJ.:r.on Yiill clevelop into the best tvne of 
\..._~./ "J.J 

- c:mm-up' . 
J3, Children never voluntocr to do ruzythinc ar01mu the house¥ 

74. A. Cl1Eclro:1 need ·i;heir natural nastiness taken out of them. 
~' Childron Dhoulcl be t<.~-~:cm to ancl froiD. school to be sure that there 

lll'e no J.cciclonts. 

75 •. A. 

C5 
Chilclren should. never be o1lm!Nl to ansner baclc to their parents o 

Good IJarentr:> overlook their chilclron1 s shortcor:rir13s. 

76. L.. 

® 
I'c:trcmh: chould. give tl1oir children all thd they· can afford. 
'relovision ke0ps children out of the m::.y. 

77. L.. 91ilclren canrwt mako juclc;er.wnt D very -.-rell for thcrnscl ves. 
B. Child:rcm1 s r.1ocl.o shonHL a.Lrc:yo be ready for then \!hen they 

1~''"'~- +'--·..--··: lilay· o~~· scLool, 
. /") 

78. (Jl.; SoDoci;::tcs children are inconvenient. 
Il. Ctj_, rlron sh01.1ld bo reprinandod for breaking thincs. 

79. Iii: If c~"iJ C.con ni:::bc}·;avo they sho1.ud be punished. 

cone 

B, Parc.~ts r;hou.1cl sec -~i i.t that their chil<lren do not learn bad 
h;::.oi·c s fro;:1 others, 

no.c;_;;;: Ch~:_•_clren , .. cG (;ften in on·;'c ;;;ay aro;_md the house. 
B. Ch~_ldi?C~ :::::;ven years old 8-:::.~,:; ;:;oo you.1-:.c; to spend holidays m:ay fron 

:~:_._. :·:LtLiily. 

81. W C1::.iLC:'en. sLuulu clo \ll1c,t t~~oy are tolcl_ Yli thout arGUing. 
]. }':;_-c~,:~-':3 s:1C•J.lc~ J:'roque:.-;:'~13' .J1.rr:pri0e their children ~.-lith gifts. 

82. A, P<..'l.rontJ :.:;ho1J~cl fed croJ.t love for their chil<lren. 
~.}i?c-cent::-J shoul(l have tine fnr m:ttside activities. 

83. L. !i. ch:: let T _:otl~-; so!:v::ono to nalJ' jucljci<!entc for hin. 
c~:) G..:oCl l)<:1Tc::~-r::: :~ 0 1 '(Tlook their cllilclxcn Is illwrtconin:.-;s. 

business to 1mon ever~rthiP-G their 
children .crce t~<i:lkircg. 

B. Q;u.iot ~ 1mll belnvecl ci1iluxen -,;ill c1evclop into the best typed: 
c;ro<mup. 

e5.(1£;> Chi1<lc.:en -;:ho c~cstroy any property should be severely punished. 
- ]. A goocl child al·.to.ys a;;ko pcr;::-:ission before he cloos anythinc so 

that he ':ocs not c;st into tJ~onble. 

86. A. A c;ooCl forn of cl:Lsoi11line is to deprive a child of things that he 
. r,.,.,., l .,,. ,.,..,,.,tn c> \,.;t.L...l. ·:.~ •• u. .... ,.:)Q 

(l:V Parents b1m-r hm: much o_ ch:i.l~l neccls to cat to stay heal thy. 

87. ([)The :Jost inportant thirl[; to tc;ach a child is cliccipline. 
], Parcl'!ts ::;houlcl c;ivc tbcir children all that they Cilll afford. 

88. )J.. Parents shouJ_d nnusc their chilcb:on if no playnates are around to 
/\ 3.DUSG then, 
(_~.J Parent o sl1o:;.lcln 1 t let chUclrcr. ·l;ic the':1 clow11. 

89. C:~\') Parnnts l<'nO':r ho\7 r:mch a child needs to eat to stay heal thy. 
B. Po.rnnts should frequently surprise thc:ir children nith gifts .• 

90. A. Soraeliimos chilcl:·cn ,just seen nasty. 
(~:.; If chi1crcn nisbehave tbcy should be p1miDhed. 

!. 
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91 /Jt'~ Children should be tau{:;ht to folloi7 the rules of the ga.J.ilc~ 
\..._]3

1

• Parents should do thin;,'?;S for their children. 

/.-" 
92~ A) P2..rcnts shmJJ.dn1 t let ·their children tie them dmm. 

< ' 

-·:B. Children should. depend on their pe.:x:cnts. 

93.(~) Chilclrcn '>iho a.l';mys obey (;,IJ~O'il up to be the. best adultsf> 
:S. Parents shouJ.cl clean up after their children. 

(?\ 
94.~) Children's ncals should alnays be rcacly for then Yrhen they cone 

home; fron play or scbool. 
:B. ChilJ.ren do mmy thinc;s just to tor;:10nt a parent .. 

95/}J il. coocl child oJ.·,mys asks pern:iFJsion bo.fore he does anything, 
\...._../ so that ho doesn 1 t get i:vl.to trouble. 

B. Pa.rcnt~3 should. buy the best thincs for their children. 

"'t.•,, 
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'fT.-Il~ TEST ITEMS. 

Form ror Young Children. 

( ••• stands for the name by which the child 

is usually ca.lled.) 

Coming from Child. 

N ••• thinks you are nice. W1w is nice? 

N.e~loves you. Whom does N ••• love? 

Ne •• likes to play in your bed. In ivhose bed does N ... like 

to play; 

N ••• like to give you a kiss. Whom does N •• ,like to kiss? 

N ••• likes to sit on your lap. On >Vhos e lap does l\T. • • lik0 

to sit? 

N ••• likes to be your little boy (girl). Whose little boy 

(girl) is N ••• ? 

N ••• likes to play with you. Whom does N ••• like to play with? 

N ••• likes to go for walks with you. Who should takeN •.• 

f'or Halks? 

N ••• thinks you are naughty. lvho is naughty? 

N •• ~doesn't like you. Who is it that N •• doesn 1 t like? 

N ••• thi~cs you are bad. Who is bad? 

N •• ewould like to spank you. Whom would N •• l£ke to spank? 

N ••• wants you to go a1vay, 1vhom \voulcl N ••• send away? 

N ••• hates you. Who is it that N •• hates? 

N .••• thinks you are nasty. \'o'ho is nasty? 

You make N ••• cross. Who makes N ••• cross? 

You like to play \vi th N • • . l'lho likes to play Hith ~~ 8 

You li1\.C~ to kiss N. . • 1-HlO like,to kiss N • . • ? 

You smile at N. . e Hho smiles at N • • •? 

You make N ••• feel happy. Who makes N •.• fell happy? 

You like to hug N •.• Who likes to giveN ••• a hug? 

You love N •••• Who loves N ••..• ? 

You are nice toN •.. W4o is nice toN ••.• ? 

. • 'l 

You thinJ<. N ••• is a ntco little l1oy (c-i:r·l). Hho thinks that 

N .••• is a nice little bov (~~rl'? ~- b·t.., - J • 
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You smack N ••• Who smo.cks N ••• ? 

You make N. • • sad. l{ho makes N... sad? 

You scold N ••• \o/ho scoldsN ••.• 'l 

You mqke N ••• cry. Who makes N ••• cry? 

You get cross with N ••• Who gets cross with N ••• ? 

You say N. . . is nauehty. Who says N ••• is nauahty? 

You say ~·I~ . . is a bad boy (Girl). Who says N •• is a bad 

boy (girls)? 

You don't likeN ••• Who does 1 nt likeN ••• ? 

12._epenrJ enc f). 

N ••• wants you to tuck him (her) into bed at nig·ht. \..Jho 

should tuck N ••• in at nieht? 

N ••• wants you to give hi~ (her) his(her) dinner. Who 

should giveN ••• his (her) dinner? 

N ••• Hants you to help him (ber) \vith his(her) bath. Who 

should help N •• with his(her) bath? 

L 

N •• likes to come to you when he (she) has hurt himselr(hersolf 

Who is it N ••. wants when he (she)has hurt himself(herself) 

N ••• wants you to mend his (her) toys when they are broken. 

ilh.o should mend N •• 1 s toys Hhen they arc-:: broken? 

N" ••• wa:nts you to help him(her) get dressed in the morning. 

Who should help N ••• got dressed in tho morning? 

N ••• like you to be with him(her) when he(she) is not reeline 

well. lvho is it N •• '''ants '.-ihen he(she) is not 1-rell? 

I~ ••• \va.nts you to come h--hen he(she) is·:frightenc.::cl. Who is 

it N ••• ,,,ant~:; to come \-illen he(shc) is f'ri{;htoneri? 

,:: 
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SIBLING RELA'"riOH:miP QU2S'l'l0!<1H.AIRE. 

DIRECTIONS: Belo1-I axe statements \~"hicn concern your child's relationship with l1is/her 

siblinr;s, ie. orot.hers and sisters. ·rhe statements refpr to situations wnich occur 

in most :t'amHies. Hnen aTIB\'IerJ.ng please .keep in mind your nursery scnool child., whose 

name is 'I'ITi t~ten aMve. Consider each :i.tem Md l.ndica.te now otten it occurs oy ringing 

the appropriate symbol ie. very frequently \VF)~ frequently ~F), occasionally (O)pvery 

occasi:.mally (VO)f never tH). I1 you rwve more 1:nan two cllildren please state in the 

last column -rrnich ot the cnil<1' s brotners and sisters are involved, in eacn situation. 

Items 

1. Ci1ilc engages in an activity in wnicn 

he can do better -cnan nis s1o1ing. 

2. Cnila seeks an oppor t;U.Ill. ty tO 'tell 

tales aoou~ a sibl1ng. 

). Cnild becomes attem1.0n seekinG in 

the presence of a sioling. 

4. Cnild tr1es -r.o ge·G more ot parent 

tl1an sioling tWts eg. arranges to sit 

next to parent 1.11 tne care 

~. 1vnen a siblinG is p1·ai.sect tne c.tl.ild 

mru>:es ooJE:C"t;~ons. 

b. Cnilct seeKs evl.dence \·mien can oe 

USGO. aeainst a Sibling SO 'Gi·tat he will 

not escape pwusnmen c. 

·t. Cnila 1s very sensitive w tne 

possio1ll ty of nis s1oling ge(;tj.nc 

ad·vantages and LooKs out for tnem. 

ti. Cnilci says ne nas oeen unr'a:t.rly· 

treatea in .ce.La1:J..on to nis slblinc 

eg. 11 J01m {Je·cs all tne brea.t.:se 

':J. wnen ne :t.s wi. m ms sJ.. bling cn1.ld 

seems xrustratea 9 resennul, gl~m or 

quiec. 

,• 

r."r·equency oi. occurance Sibling involvea 

'{'i F 0 vo N 

VJl F 0 vo N 

VF vo N 

VI!' F 0 vo N 

vo 

IfF . F 0 VO N 

F '0 1}() 

1/F i 0 vo 

VF F 0 VO 
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Sibli!_lg IWla1;ions1up Questionnru.re. 2. 

l(). Child. ca1mo-c tolerate llis sioling' s 

attention-gettmg benaviom: and J.S 

provo1eea. to su.J.la:r oenavJ.our· or anger. 

lL Gnild avoHts .t&flJ.ly an.d.jor nome, 

aa;png i c J.s because of IavourJ.tJ.sm 

sno1v11 towar'd.s siding. 

12. Cnila., wnen pum.sneu. by pa:r·en·cs, 

"taKes ~ t out 11 on siOll:lg. 

13. Child reac Gs aJJ.g-.nly to a 

COIDpariSOH with :.:J.l.Dli.ng, Or W 

m;teupts m ge G nim -cr.; c::opy sibling. 

14. Cnild ge GS anlJT,y \'tnen atteution 

is sno~om to siuJ.ing lJY a g,<es·c or 

uy a pacem;. 

1:::>. ln a a.1spu ce ue-ct-ree.a paren Ls 

anu. siuling, c.aild. sides i~'i th 

parents. 

16. Child seeKs pal'ent~ s a·t_;teni,;iOn 

waeL1 ne Has 110 real n~:;eu. -co uu so, 

.:w ora.er ·.co l<.cep rus SJ.ulJ.IlF nom 

l f. Cm.la. J..S spe~,;.talJ.y t,--oou ;·rneu 

siollng :.t.., nearoy. 

lc>~ <;nHu ubbtroys the paintingsp 

etc. P of sibhnc. 

19. If ch1.ld discovers anything nice 

he keeps it to nim.sel.t. 

20. Child see.ks co;:Jpanions outside the 

family and tries to keep his sibling 

from sharing these iriends. 

21. Child attacks his sibling when his 

parents are not about and reports that 

11e Ha.s attacked .l:'.ust. 

22. Child feigns i11ness when his 

sibling is t;etting special attention. 

23~ Child makes r,one trivial thing tne 

basis for a seriouo cp ru.Tel W:. til hi a 

s:i.bling. 

24. Chi.ld invents or uses an 

objoctionable nic:m2Ele for his sibling. 

1/0 

.1!' 0 vo 

VP I<' 0 vo 

VF }!' 0 VO 

Vi'' }I' 0 vo 

v 1!' j<' 0 1/0 

VF .i!' 0 vo 

VF .!!' 0 1/0 

1/F 1/0 

F 0 vo 

VF F 0 vo 

VF li' 0 VO 

VF F 0 vo 

VI<' F 0 vo 

VF F 0 vo 
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